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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDHR</td>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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Abstract

Several international instruments including CEDAW have recognized every human being to be free from any form of violence including being free from inhuman and degrading treatment. Equality of men and women is also recognized starting from the establishment of UN in 1945 under its charter.

UDHR, ICCPR and ICSECR are the major international human right instruments which recognized the application of the rights without discrimination based on sex. CEDAW is an important instrument meant to avoid any forms of discrimination against women including gender based violence against women. The ACHPR and the protocol to the right of women in Africa are also crucial regional instruments in the human right field to ensure the right of women within the region. Moreover, Harmful traditional practices and violence against women are recognized as violation of the human rights of women by the treaty bodies established to ensure implementation of the respected international and regional instruments.

Ethiopia, after ratification of several international human right instruments took legislative and other important measures to respect the rights of women in general. However, such measures are remained to be insufficient. Abuses of women rights continued to persist, perpetrators remained unpunished or punished with fines or quiet few years of imprisonment for gross violations of Women’s rights. Particularly, the situation of domestic violence including intimate partner violence, as some scholars rightly put it, is beyond the expectation of the 21st century. The constitution of Ethiopia entitled women several rights though it is not still perfect. The revised family code of Ethiopia also recognized several rights which were not included in the civil code of Ethiopia. The criminal code of Ethiopia has also criminalized several harmful traditional practices such as FGM, abduction, and rape. Despite all these legislative measures, violation of the fundamental women’s right still continue to exist.

The thesis is meant to show the readers the prevalence of violence against women and harmful traditional practices including domestic violence, sexual violence, FGM and early marriage as well as to show gaps on the administrative and legal measures taken by relevant actors to tackle the problems in light of the international human right standards. To fulfill the obligations envisaged under international human right instruments, the study recommends the state and the relevant actors to take legislative and administrative measures to tackle the problem from its grass roots and increase protection for victims of harmful traditional practices and gender based violence.
"Regardless of a universal sex-equality norm, 
Women's reality is one of gross inequality."

B.E. Hernandez-Truyol¹

¹ 'Out of the shadows; traversing the imaginary of sameness, differences and relationalism, a human right proposal', California Law Review, (2000), P.52.
1. Introduction

1.1 Background of the study

It has been repeatedly stated that women rights are human rights.² It can be said that women rights are not totally excluded from the protection of human rights concept. The 1945 UN charter for instance recognized equal rights on the cultural, social, economic, civil and political rights.³ However, hence women were traditionally under the control of men, they were excluded from the definition and interpretation of human rights principles and standards. For that reason, a number of violations of human rights of women have remained unchallenged until sometime now.⁴

UDHR is equally applicable to all individuals without any discrimination based on sex, race, language and etc. CEDAW and DEVAW could be regarded as the basic foundations for human rights of women under international law.⁵ DEVAW was adopted in 1993 in order for states to prevent abuse of women's right through effective investigation and bringing the perpetrators before justice in accordance with the national legislation of the state.⁶ CEDAW can also be regarded as the basic international instrument that comprehensively addresses women's right in the political, social, economic and cultural domains.

Despite the existence of these and other international agreements on women's right, violations of basic women's human right continued to exist. Couple of examples can be cited in this regard. More than 500,000 women are dying every year because of pregnancy and child birth issues. Because women are leading economically lower standard of living as well as their cultural vulnerability, HIV infection of women continue to persist.⁷ In addition, several women around the world is continued to die and sustaining physical and mental injury because of gender based violence and the perpetrators more often left unpunished.⁸ Worse, those countries that has ratified the major international instruments dealing with women rights enforces national discriminatory legislation on marriage, property and inheritance cases.⁹ In order to minimize if not possible to eradicate the violation of women's right, state has various obligations imposed by the different international human right instruments as well as international standards and principles. State has

³ Ibid.
⁴ Ibid
⁵ Ibid
⁶ Ibid
⁸ Ibid
⁹ Ibid
to take legislative and executive measures including awareness measures in order to effectively implement the key human rights of women.

Ethiopia has ratified several human right instruments including instruments specifically dealing with the rights of women such as CEDAW. Ethiopia is also a signatory but not ratified the Protocol for the African Human and Peoples right on the rights of women.

The Ethiopian Society is quiet conservative and traditional society. For this reason, several women's right violations such as FGM, rape, abduction and early marriage are quiet common particularly in the rural areas. FGM for instance has been widely practiced for the last several decades and still continued to be practiced.\textsuperscript{10} It has affected 80\% of the country's women out of which most of them are endorsed by women themselves.\textsuperscript{11} Violence against in Ethiopia is also quiet common despite the fact that it is criminalized and recognized as women's human right violations under the national legislations of the country. Recently, we are hearing several shocking cases dealing with physical and mental violence against women in Ethiopia. This is has a connotation of either the problem get worse every day or violence against women these days are getting attention and publicized because of governmental and nongovernmental actors. Child marriage is also another women rights abuse where most Ethiopian rural women are facing some time now. Researches indicated that two in every five girls are married before they attained the age of 18 and one in five girls married before they attain the age of 15.\textsuperscript{12} Abduction and rape are also the major challenges that Ethiopia is facing in implementation of women's right in the country. Deep rooted traditions and cultures are usually cited as main reasons for such extensive violation of women's right.

Ethiopia, after ratification of several international human right instruments took legislative and other important measures in order to respect the rights of women in general. However, such measures are remained to be insufficient. Several women rights abuses continued to persist, perpetrators remained unpunished or punished with fines or quiet few years of imprisonment for gross violations of Women's rights. Fundamental rights of women are recognized under the constitution and family code of Ethiopia. The revised criminal code, on the other hand, criminalized several harmful traditional practices such as abduction, FGM and rape. The study will show the various legislative measures taken by Ethiopia to prevent violation of women's right and assess whether such measures are effective enough to combat abuses of women's right.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

The major human rights of women are recognized under the various international and regional human right instruments. Particularly, violence against women, female genital mutilation, early

\textsuperscript{10} Medhanit Adamu and Sofanit Mekonen, 'Historical perspectives on the legal status of women,' available at \url{http://www.abyssinialaw.com/research}, (04 September 2014).

\textsuperscript{11} Ibid

\textsuperscript{12} Girls not brides, 'Child marriage around the world: Ethiopia,' available at \url{http://www.girlsnotbrides.org/child-marriage/ethiopia/}. 
marriage and abduction are recognized as abuses of women's right under such human right instruments. The general comments given by the UN human rights treaty bodies also recognized such practices as violation of women's right.

Ethiopia has ratified the major international human right instruments adopted by UN including CEDAW. Ethiopia is also a signatory of the Protocol of the African Charter on human and people's right on the right of women in Africa. By ratification of these international and regional human right instruments, the country assumed obligation to eradicate the various harmful traditional practices including violence against women by taking several measures. One of such measures is coming up with new legislations or amend the existing legislation in conformity with the international human right standards.

Despite the legislative and other measures taken by Ethiopia, the harmful traditional practices still persist. Violence against women happened to be the day to day experiences of women including those who live in town. The study shows how deeply rooted traditional and cultural practices are affecting the key women's rights. The study also shows the measures taken by the government to combat the harmful traditional practices and gaps within the law and enforcement of the rights.

The study focus on the main problems of women rights in Ethiopia, namely stereotypical attitudes, FGM, early marriage, domestic violence, intimate partner violence, sexual violence and abduction as well as sexual and reproductive health rights.

1.3 Research questions

Based on the above background, the research primarily seeks answers to the following basic questions presented below:

- What are the major harmful traditional practices and violence against women in Ethiopia that violate the human rights of women?

- What are the legal protection put in place by Ethiopia to eradicate the harmful traditional practices and violence against women?

- What are the major gaps on the laws aimed at tackling harmful traditional practices and violence against women as well as gaps on enforcements of the rights?

1.4 Theoretical considerations

Feminism theory is the major theory the writer of this paper uses as analytical method. Feminism theory is a theory that argue for the equality of men and women on economical, political social and cultural spheres.13 This theory believes that oppression of women solely due

---

to their sex is the result of dominant ideas and concepts of patriarchy.\textsuperscript{14} Patriarchy is defined as \textit{"the system which oppresses women through its social, economic and political institutions."}\textsuperscript{15} During the previous centuries men control the political, social and economic as well as cultural spheres within the community and to maintain the existing powers, various obstacles and barriers are put in place against women.\textsuperscript{16} Currently, feminist ideology takes various forms depending on several factors such as one's own beliefs, history, culture and attitudes. The major feminist ideologies are radical feminism, Liberal feminism, Socialist feminism and cultural feminism. Radical feminism promotes the basic ideas and concepts of feminism. They argue that oppression of women is the cruelest oppression around the world without distinction to race, culture, tradition and religion. They also argue that there is a need for societal change hence legislation measure is not enough by itself to eradicate patriarchy. They completely reject societal roles and patriarchy to the extent of forming distinct groups of women excluding men.\textsuperscript{17} On the other hand, liberal feminism was most popular during the civil right movement in the 1950's and the 1960's.\textsuperscript{18} They argue that both men and women are equally created by God and they deserve equal protection of their rights. According to this theory, Patriarchy and oppression of women existed because of the socialization of men not because there is a mental capacity difference between men and women.\textsuperscript{19} Supporters of this theory argue that women should live a life they choose not a life chosen by others and women should be accorded equal political, economic, social and cultural opportunities with men. In addition, they support acts of legislation and legal reforms meant to eradicate oppression of women as well as legislation designed to create equal opportunities.\textsuperscript{20} Social feminism believes that there is a direct relationship between class structure and patriarchy.\textsuperscript{21} They argue that men usually rewarded because they produce products that have monetary value compare to women who tend to spend their time and energy in the house hold activities that most of the time do not generate monetary income. Social feminist believe that social roles are neither natural nor inherent to the human nature. According to them, class and gender should be eradicated to overcome oppression of women and also women should equally participate in the public sphere along with men. Unlike the liberal feminism that focuses on the individual oppression, social feminism focus on the societal relations among the community such race, ethnics and the like.\textsuperscript{22} Cultural feminism, on the other hand argue that there is a significant biological difference between men and women and women should be happy about it because women by nature are more kind and gentle compare to men. As a result of this, cultural feminist argue that our world would have been a better place

\textsuperscript{14} Different types of feminist theory, available at http://www.caragillis.com/LBCC/Different%20Types%20of%20Feminism.htm.

\textsuperscript{15} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{16} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{17} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{18} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{19} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{20} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{21} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{22} Ibid.
and peaceful if it has been ruled by women.\textsuperscript{23} There are several feminist ideologies that are not discussed in this paper. However, the writer believed that the above four ideology is important and related to the purpose of the study. In most parts of the discussion liberal feminism and socialist feminism ideologies of feminism theory are employed in order to deal with the various women right abuses. The patriarchy system that existed around the world is the result of how boys and girls are socialized within the society. Therefore, gender roles ascribed to men and women are not inherent. In order to transform the status of women not only legislation should be enacted, but also societal and community attitude change is needed. For these reasons these theories are selected to be applied in most of the discussions throughout the thesis.

1.5 \textbf{Significance of the Study}

Key women's human rights issues such as domestic violence, sexual and reproductive health rights and harmful traditional practices are these days began to discuss under international law. However, it is quiet difficult to conclude that it is adequately discussed. Particularly harmful traditional practices which are prevalent among developing countries in most African countries such as FGM, abduction, rape and violence against women are rarely being subjects of discussions with in the international context. This study shows how such harmful traditional practices including domestic violence affect the lives of women in Ethiopia. The study primary focus on the Ethiopian situation, however it incite further studies on the topic in general.

The writer of this paper decided to conduct a study on such issues mainly because harmful traditional practices and violence against women continued to persist because of the fact that patriarchy is deeply rooted to the country's traditional and cultural attitudes developed for several decades within the society.

The study further will be useful for the government of Ethiopia, international and local NGOs hence it provide a comprehensive study on the issue within the national context in light of the international human right instruments as well as international standards and principles.

1.6 \textbf{Methodology}

The present study is a theoretical and practical analysis of international human rights law in light of harmful traditional practices and violence against women. International and regional instruments ratified by Ethiopia as well as legislations adopted by the Ethiopian government is employed as primary sources. Interview is also employed as a primary source. General recommendations and concluding observations by treaty bodies, various cases on the issue of women rights as well as literature review are also employed as a secondary source to conduct this study.

\textsuperscript{23} Ibid.
The result of the analysis are applied to the specific country situation such as Ethiopia by bringing the international and regional instruments on women's right. The study is meant to achieve practical goals particularly in relation to how Ethiopia should comply with its obligations specified under the various international and regional instruments to realize the rights of women within the country.

1.7 Delimitation of the study

The study is limited to Ethiopia's obligations regarding the various human right instruments including CEDAW regarding the eradication of harmful traditional practices and ending violence and doesn't provide a comprehensive analysis of women's right and its definition.

In most parts of the study, it focus on the obligation and practice of Ethiopia and fail to provide neither the global nor the regional picture. The thesis also focus on the major area of problems related to women's right for the state in question in light of the international principles and standards so that it doesn't deal with the international legal obligations of other states on the realization of women's right.

In spite of the fact that the paper claim to be dealt with women's right, the research focus on the key areas of women's human right abuses and does not deal with all of the women's right abuses within the country despite the fact that it was also important to discuss about them. This mainly because of time and space constraints.

Lastly, certain practices may or might not be violation of women's human right. The paper doesn't go deep into the analysis of what constitute abuse of women's human right and what does not. Rather, the thesis focus on the key women's human right violations as it is defined and understood in the international human right instruments particularly in CEDAW.

1.8 Structure

The thesis is divided into three main parts:

Part II first, analyses the various international and regional instruments on the rights of women. The different provisions dealing with women's right is outlined. The meaning, concept and status of such abuse of women's right will be discusses in light of the international standards. The legal status of international instruments in Ethiopia is also part of the discussion.

Part III brings the theoretical analysis applied in part II into practice and shows how Ethiopian government tried to fulfill its international obligations through adoption of the legislation. First, the major problems related to Key women's right within the country are discussed. Second, it provides the protection mechanism provided under the constitution and family code of Ethiopia. Then it goes to dealing with the criminal code of Ethiopia that criminalized the various harmful traditional practices. The focus is on the key women right issues such as violence against women.
(including intimate partner violence and sexual violence, female genital mutilation, early marriage as well as sexual and reproductive health rights).

The fourth and the final part of the thesis focus on the enforcement of the rights of women enshrined under the international human right instruments and national legislation. Whether the legislation measures taken by the state deter further abuse of women's right or not is discussed under this chapter. Major gaps within the enforcement organs of the government is also discussed through analysis of cases related to abuses of women's rights in Ethiopia and interview with judges to provide a better picture about the issue. Accessibility of justice is another area of discussion. The role of judiciary machinery including the role of police investigators and public prosecutors is the focal point of discussion. The recommendations as well as the concluding observation provided by CEDAW committee against Ethiopia are applied to indicate the critical gaps on the ground.
2. International human right instruments

2.1 International instruments on Women's right

Various human right instruments is adopted by the UN which are directly or indirectly related to the rights of women. Treaty bodies are also established as a follow up mechanism to make sure that states are complied with their treaty obligations. The UN charter, UDHR, ICCPR, ICESR and CEDAW are the main international instruments adopted by UN that embodied provisions related to the human rights of women. Let us proceed looking at the specific provisions dealing with women's human right.

A. UN charter: - The UN commitment towards the realization of equality of men and women starts from the very foundation of the organization itself. The 145 of the UN charter under its preamble stated that it is determined to "reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person, in the equal rights of men and women and of nations large and small."\(^{24}\) From this preamble one can understand that one of the UN commitments is to realize the equal rights of women around the globe. On the other hand article 1 of the charter establishes the main purpose and objective of the UN. Article 1(3) provides that "To achieve international co-operation in solving international problems of an economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian character and in promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion."\(^{25}\) I.e. the promotion and respect of human rights of both men and women around the globe is one of the main goals of the UN. The main message here is that the UN is under obligation for the human rights of women without discrimination based on sex.\(^{26}\)

Similar contents are also envisages under the mandate of the UN general assembly. In this regard article 13(1)(b) is worth mentioning, which provides that "the General Assembly shall initiate studies and make recommendations for the purpose of: promoting international co-operation in the economic, social, cultural, educational, and health fields, and assisting in the realization of human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion."\(^{27}\) This is also an indication of the fact that the General Assembly mandate is to be free from discrimination on the basis of sex and the studies and recommendations undertaken by the GA should be on the basis of equality of men and women. Similar wording can also be found under article 55(c) which provides that UN should promote the universal implementation of fundamental human rights and freedoms without discrimination on the basis of sex.\(^{28}\)

\(^{24}\) Preamble of the charter of the United Nations, United nations conference on International Organization, San Francisco, 26 June 1945.

\(^{25}\) I’d, article 1 (3).

\(^{26}\) Sandip B.Satbhai, 'Protection of human rights of women', international and national perspective, Gokhale Education society's.

\(^{27}\) Charter of the United Nations, Cited above at note 24, see article 13(1)(b).

\(^{28}\) I’d, article 55(c).
All the above provisions of the charter is an indication of states' commitment to promote and respect the human rights of women equally with men.

**B. UDHR:** - The preamble of the 1948 UDHR begins with its recognition of human rights without any distinction to gender. It is provided that "the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world." The wording of the "human family" is an indication of non discrimination based on sex. The preamble also recalled the UN objectives stated under the charter on the promotion and enforcement of human right on the basis of equality of men and women. In this regard, article 2 of the declaration provides that "Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race, color, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status." That is, the rights and freedoms enshrined under the declaration can equally be claimed by both men and women. The declaration further provides equality of men and women before the law. That is, women cannot be accorded lesser right protection of the law than men. Article 7(1) of the declaration further stipulated that "all are entitled to equal protection against any discrimination in violation of this Declaration and against any incitement to such discrimination." In relation to the right to form and dissolve a family, a provision of the declaration stated that "Men and women of full age, without any limitation due to race, nationality or religion, have the right to marry and to found a family. They are entitled to equal rights as to marriage during marriage and at its dissolution." The expression of "men and women of full age", has two connotations. First, not only men have the right to form and dissolve a family but also women have the same right. The aim here is that to provide equal rights in the formation as well as in the dissolution process of marriage. Second, the spouses should attain the marriageable age (at least both of them should be 18 years old). The purpose here is to prevent early marriage, which is a major problem particularly in most developing countries. The declaration further provides that the formation of family should be on the basis of the free will and agreement of the spouses. This is also meant to protect formation of a family through an agreement other than the spouses themselves. Certain provisions of the convention provides special treatment for a certain category of people because of their vulnerability. Article 25(3) of the declaration is one of such provisions that children and women who gave birth are entitled to special care and support. The declaration in its provisions embodied words free from gender indications such as "all human beings", "everyone" and human family. In fact during the draft

---

30 Ibid.
31 Ibid, article 2.
32 Ibid, article 7.
33 Ibid.
34 Ibid, article 16(1).
of the declaration there was a discussion whether the word "all men" should be used. However, the declaration adopted using gender neutral words while referring the right holders.  

C. ICCPR and ICESCR: - After the adoption of UDHR, the two covenants (ICCPR and ICESCR) were adopted in 1966 which forms part of the international bill of rights with UDHR. These instruments unlike UDHR are binding to states that ratified the covenants. According to the covenants, states are obliges to report periodically about the measures they are taking in order to fulfill their obligations under the convention. The authoritative treaty bodies interpret the text of the covenants as well as receive individual complaints when state parties gave their consent about it.

Article 2 of ICCPR provides that "Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to respect and to ensure to all individuals within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction the rights recognized in the present Covenant, without distinction of any kind, such as race, color, sex, language, religion, politics or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status." It is an indication of the fact that states are under obligation to respect and implement the rights and freedoms enshrined under the covenant without discrimination on the basis of sex. State parties should also undertake measures in order to ensure the enjoyment of the civil and political rights enshrined under the covenant.

Article 14 and 16 talks about the equal application of due process of law without discrimination based on sex. In this regard article 14 stated that "All persons shall be equal before the courts and tribunals. In the determination of any criminal charge against him, or of his rights and obligations in a suit at law, everyone shall be entitled to a fair and public hearing by a compact, independent and impartial tribunal established by law......" The wording of "all persons" and "everyone" in the above provision is meant to protect the due process right of both men and women. Similarly, article 16 of the convention enshrined the right to be considered equality before rule of law. This provision also important to avoid circumstances where women not to be considered equal before rule of law.

Article 23 dealt with family related matters such as marriageable age and the right of the spouses during the formation and dissolution of the union. It gave the state parties the right to fix the appropriate marriageable age. However, the covenant prohibits the formation of a family without the free and full consent of the spouses. This has an advantage of prohibiting conclusion of marriage between the parents of the spouses which is often a practice in many sub

36 Ibid, P.3- 4.
38 Ibid.
41 Ibid, article 3.
42 Ibid, article 14.
43 Ibid, article 23(2).
44 Ibid, article 23(3).
Sahara African countries. In relation to dissolution of marriage, it is provided under the covenant that "States Parties to the present Covenant shall take appropriate steps to ensure equality of rights and responsibilities of spouses as to marriage during marriage and at its dissolution..."\(^45\) That is, according to this covenant women shouldn't be granted lesser protection in the national legislations during dissolution of a marriage. Equal protections of the law as well as effective protection from discrimination on the basis of sex are accorded under the convention.\(^46\) This is intended to make sure that laws are meant to protect equally the rights of men and women.

Similar provisions are embodied under the ICESCR. It obliges state parties to promote and enforce the rights provided under the covenant without discrimination on the basis of sex.\(^47\) It requires states to ensure the enjoyment of the economic, social and cultural rights equally both for men and women.\(^48\) In addition, similar to ICCPR, ICRSR requires marriage to be concluded on the basis of the free and full consent of the spouses.\(^49\) It also obliges state parties to provide adequate maternity leave with payment or social security for women during pregnancy and after delivery.\(^50\) In relation to health right issues, the right to get the highest attainable standard of health including mental health is accorded to everyone (both men and women).\(^51\)

**D. DEVAW:** - Before the adoption of CEDAW, DEVAW was adopted in 1967 by the General Assembly. It is based on the principle of equality built up on the previous international human right instruments such as the international bill of rights.\(^52\) By describing discrimination against women as a crime against human dignity, it urged state parties to eradicate laws, customary norms and traditions and regulations that promote discrimination of women by providing adequate protection for the rights of men and women without discrimination.\(^53\)

**E. CEDAW and its Additional Protocol:** - Almost a year after the adoption of DEDAW, a proposal for having a binding international instrument on the human rights of women was made. CEDAW was adopted in 1979 by the UN general assembly.\(^54\) 189 states have ratified the convention until May 2015.\(^55\) It is said to be the first universally internationally comprehensive
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instrument on women's right.\textsuperscript{56} The convention primarily addresses the issue of women discrimination in every aspect of life such as on the social, economic, cultural and political spheres.\textsuperscript{57} It requires state parties to abolish and modify particularly social and cultural structures that promote stereotypes that have an effect of leading women to acquire an inferior position within the society. In addition, provisions of the convention oblige state parties to ensure women's equal right in education, information, healthcare and family relation matters.\textsuperscript{58}

The convention deal with civil and political rights such as the right to vote and participation in public life, change one's nationality as well as equality before the law and freedom of movement. It also deal with socio- economic and cultural rights such as the right to education, the right to work, the right to health and etc.\textsuperscript{59} The convention also gave particular attention on certain actions that affect the right and well being of women such as trafficking, specific groups of women such as rural women as well as acquiring equal status in marriage and family relation matters.\textsuperscript{60}

The convention provide the meaning of discrimination under article 1 as ".....any distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex which has the effect or purpose of impairing or nullifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise by women irrespective of their marital status, on a basis of equality of men and women, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural, civil or any other field." \textsuperscript{61} According to this provision, several actions and omission regarding the treatment of women could be amount to discrimination. It includes differential treatment on the basis of sex which could be done intentionally or not that could possibly result the disadvantage of women and obstacle to recognize the human rights of women both in private and public domain. It also includes an act that has an effect of preventing women to exercise their basic human rights and fundamental freedoms.\textsuperscript{62}

On the other hand, the convention provides mechanisms by which states can achieve their goals to eliminate discrimination against women. Enacting new legislations, omission from discriminatory actions, amending the existing legislations including provisions of criminal code and protection of women from discrimination from third parties individuals or organizations are such mechanism put in place in the convention.\textsuperscript{63} The question in relation to the implementation of the rights enshrined under CEDAW is another important issue. The extent by which
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international human rights law can impose effective obligation on states on the eradication of gender based stereotypes and patriarchy within a given society is the issue at stake here.\textsuperscript{64} The fulfillment of state’s obligation within the convention is very much dependent on state willingness to waive their sovereignty and commitment towards eliminating gender based stereotypes and harmful traditional practices.\textsuperscript{65} Experiences show that states are unwilling to fulfill their obligations in accordance with international law. Worse, states tend to openly questions the legality of an instrument(such as CEDAW) particularly when they assumed that it is very much connected to their identity.\textsuperscript{66}  

Generally, the interpretation on the scope, meaning of the convention is based on the text of the convention itself, analysis and general recommendations, concluding observation of CEDAW committee and also decisions on the basis of the optional protocol of CEDAW.\textsuperscript{67} The convention sets mechanisms to follow up state’s implementation of their obligation in accordance with provisions of CEDAW. There existed member states reporting procedure mechanism which requires member state to submit report regarding measures taken by them to implement provisions of CEDAW.\textsuperscript{68} After the report, the committee prepare a concluding observation that contain the evaluation of the committee regarding the adequacy of the measures taken by the state in question as well as a recommendation regarding the gaps that need to be fulfilled to give effect to CEDAW provisions.\textsuperscript{69}  

Although the above procedural mechanism can play a significant role on the enhancement and protection of women rights, they are unable to provide individual compliant mechanism that could enable individual women to communicate to CEDAW committee about violation of their right enshrined under the convention.\textsuperscript{70} In 1999, the UN General Assembly adopted an optional protocol to CEDAW to supplement the two procedural mechanisms as well as to open a door for individual compliant by women or groups of women whose rights are violated. The optional protocol introduced two new procedural mechanisms namely, the communication procedure and inquiry procedure.\textsuperscript{71} The communication procedure is introduced in order to receive complaints from individual women, groups or organization actors on behalf of women about violation of their rights against member states. It is meant to provide international protection for women whose right is violated and unable to get domestic remedies.\textsuperscript{72} When the committee believed that there existed a violation, it recommends compensation to be paid for the victim or measures to be
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taken by member state.\textsuperscript{73} The inquiry procedure is the second mechanism put in place during the introduction of the optional protocol to CEDAW. This is meant to initiate confidential investigation against a member state when the committee received gross violations of provisions of CEDAW or when it is believed that there are systematic violations of CEDAW provisions by a member state.\textsuperscript{74} The investigation includes visiting of the territory of member state in question upon receiving the consent of the member state for such visit. Finally, the findings and the recommendations of the committee will be communicated to the state in question and the state can submit its response on the findings and recommendations of the committee within 6 months.\textsuperscript{75}

\textbf{2.2 Other International Commitments}

In addition to the above international instruments, several world conferences were held that results the adoptions of declarations and set minimum goals for the realization of women's human rights. The major conferences are discussed below.

\textbf{A. Vienna Declaration and Program of Action:} - The world conference on Human Rights was conducted in 1993 in Vienna for the purpose of receiving the machinery of human rights at that specific point in time. Women right activist has put pressure to make sure that the right of women to be part of the discussion by arguing that "women rights are human rights." Civil society organizations also establish a tribunal to address the issue of gender based violence previously which were not given so much attention mainly because it was left to the private sphere and used to be considered as part of the life of women and it is a taboo to speak about it publicly. Women's rights activists and civil society organizations were successful and the rights of women were addressed and included on the declaration.\textsuperscript{76}

The declaration focus on the international legal measure that should be taken by states to eliminate violence against women. Under the declaration it is stated that \textit{"The human rights of women and of the girl-child are an inalienable, integral and indivisible part of universal human rights. The full and equal participation of women in political, civil, economic, social and cultural life, at the national, regional and international levels, and the eradication of all forms of discrimination on grounds of sex are priority objectives of the international community."}\textsuperscript{77} This provision indicates the international community's intention and willingness to recognize the rights of women as human rights.\textsuperscript{78} The declaration also dealt with the issue of gender based
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violence and exploitation which provides that "Gender-based violence and all forms of sexual harassment and exploitation, including those resulting from cultural prejudice and international trafficking, are incompatible with the dignity and worth of the human person, and must be eliminated. This can be achieved by legal measures and through national action and international cooperation in such fields as economic and social development, education, safe maternity and health care, and social support."\textsuperscript{79}

That is, it urges states to take legislative measures including engaging in national and international cooperation to fulfill the rights of women in the social and economic areas in order to eradicate violence and exploitation of women. The issue of equality of women was the main part of the declaration. Women's right to receive the highest standard of mental and psychological health is also recognized under the declaration.\textsuperscript{80} It is based on these concepts and with the intention to adopt international human right instrument which should be applicable to all members of UN that the Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women was adopted in 1993 by the General Assembly.\textsuperscript{81}

B. International Conference on Population and Development: - in 1994, an international conference on population and development were held in Cairo which was said to be an important step towards on women's and youth rights.\textsuperscript{82} Hence the conference particularly focuses on the issue of population, states agreed to focus on individuals or peoples rather than mere statistics or numbers.\textsuperscript{83} The conference further recognized the role of women in shaping and development of peoples and their right to determine their life style, sexuality and reproduction.\textsuperscript{84} Moreover, several women right issues were part of the program Action. Such rights include gender equality, family rights, reproductive health cares, birth control and family planning, immigration and education of women.\textsuperscript{85}

The program action clearly dealt with equality and issues of discrimination on the basis of sex. Principle 4 of the program action clearly stated that "Advancing gender equality and equity and the empowerment of women and the elimination of all kinds of violence against women and ensuring women's ability to control their own fertility, are cornerstones of population and development related program, the human rights of women and the girl are an inalienable, integrated and indivisible part of universal human rights. The full social life at the national, regional and international levels and the eradication of all forms of discrimination on grounds of
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sex are priority objectives of the international community. The declaration further recognize reproductive health rights such as couple and individual rights to decide method of their family planning, receive the highest standard of sexual and reproductive health care. Universal education, reduction of infant mortality and ensuring access to reproduction health care were the goals intended to be achieved by 2015. However, as it is raveled during the follow up process, several challenges were recognized as hindrance to achieve the goals set up during the conference. Lack of accountability and inequality are recognized as the main challenges.

C. Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action: - The forth conference on the rights of women came up with a great vision of change, the Beijing Platform of Action on September, 1995. Twelve areas were identified as area of focus and strategic objectives were also put in place to achieve equality of men and women and end discrimination against women. Elimination of hindrances to achieve gender equality including empowerment of women, elimination of gender based violence, health care for women were the major agenda's of the declaration. The platform for action based itself on Convention on Elimination of All forms of Discrimination Against Women as well as conferences such as the 1975 Mexico conference, the 1985 conference, the 1993 Vienna conference to take actions with the aim of achieving equality by ending gender based discrimination.

The platform for action came up with clear strategy goals in order to end gender based discrimination. It provides political and legislative methods to achieve the said goals. Review on the implementation of the platform action was made in 2005 and 2010. The findings show that there is an improvement on the rights of women. However, it is far from achieving the goals specified under the various human right instruments hence harmful traditional practices and gender based stereotypes continue to persist in the national laws including on the family, labour, penal and civil laws and under administrative rules and regulations. Furthermore, the findings during the review, indicated that gender based equality had not yet been achieved in any state including those countries where effective legal measures were taken mainly because of enforcement related problems.

D. Millennium Development Goals: - The Millennium Declaration was signed by 147 representatives of states by 2000 during the millennium submit of United Nations. It is an
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indication of global commitment to improve the economic and health situation of developing states.\textsuperscript{95} The development goals set 8 major objectives to be achieved until 2015. These development goals are; 1. Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger, 2. Achieve universal primary education, 3. Promote gender equality and empowerment of women, 4. Reduce child mortality. 5. Improve maternal health, 6. Combat HIV AIDS, Marilia and other disease, 7. Ensure environmental sustainability and, 8. Develop global partnership of development.\textsuperscript{96}

When we look at the said development goal in relation to women rights, the development goal number 3 is related equality and empowerment of women though the objective here is to fill the gap of less number of women in primary education. The time bound as well as the target focus only on primary education could be considered as delimitation of the development goals and may not effectively address women empowerment and equality.\textsuperscript{97} Moreover, important issues related to women’s rights such as gender based violence and laws that promote harmful traditional practices were left uncovered on the development goals. Regarding reduction of maternal mortality which is specified under goal 5, the General Assembly by 2015 indicated that it was not properly implemented despite the availability of knowledge and material regarding child birth and safe delivery. Inclusion of issues of gender based equality and the millennium development goals in the post 2015 development goals could be considered as the steps that should be taken to bring the intended result regarding protection of women’s human right.\textsuperscript{98}

**E. United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development:** Heads of state around the world were gathered in Brazil by 2012 to review the implementation of the 1992 UN conference on environment and development which was held in Redo de Janeiro. The conference came up with a document called "the future we want". This document indicated states' obligation towards equality of men and women in the areas of leadership in the social, economic and political decision making process. The document makes a direct reference to CEDAW, Beijing platform of Action as well as the Millennium development goals in order to urge states to enforce their obligations under international law. The document further stated that gender based equality and ensuring women participation in all aspects of life strengthen sustainable development. In the document, states also requested to ensure equal access to justice for women and repealing the existing laws that promote gender based negative stereotypes.\textsuperscript{99}
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2.3 Regional Instruments on Women's Right

Apart from the international conventions, regional commitments are also made to protect the rights of women to be applicable in their respective regions. Though, the application of these instruments are limited to the respective regions, the instruments themselves are influenced by other international human right instruments. Interpretation methods and principles of these instruments by regional human right bodies also have a wide implication on the application of human right principle and standards within the international sphere. Though there are other important regional human right instruments dealing with the rights of women, hence the focus of this study is on the state of Ethiopia, the writer chose to give a general overview on the African human right instruments on the protection of women's right.

2.3.1 The African Human Right system on the Rights of Women: - There was no major commitment regarding the protection of Human Rights and achievement of gender equality under the charter of OAU. The charter rather gave particular attention to the sovereignty, territorial integrity of states and non interference of the internal affairs of states.100 The two major instruments that embodied the rights of women with in the African human right system are the African Charter on the Human and Peoples' Right and the Protocol to the African Charter on the Human and Peoples' Right on the Right of Women's Right in Africa.101

The ACHPR contains general as well as specific provisions dealing with the rights of women in Africa. Article 2 contains a general clause dealing with the issue of discrimination which provides that "Every individual shall be entitled to the enjoyment of the rights and freedoms recognized and guaranteed in the present charter without distinction of any kind such as race, ethnic group, color, sex, language, political or any other opinion....."102 The Charter further ensure equality before the law as well as equal protection of the law.103 Moreover, the convention dealt with prohibition of inhuman and degrading treatment which provides that "Every individual shall have the right to respect of the dignity inherent in a human being and to the recognition of his legal status. All forms of exploitation and degradation of man particularly slavery, slave trade, torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment and treatment shall be prohibited."104 The African Commission on the Human and Peoples’ Rights on its recommendation about article 5 (the right to be free from torture, inhuman and degrading treatment) stated that "Article 5 prohibits not only torture but also cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment. This includes not only actions which cause serious physical and psychological

103 I'd, Article 3.
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suffering but which humiliate the individual or force him or her act against his act to against his will or conscience.”

Article 18(3) of the charter dealt with family protection by making reference to the international conventions and declarations. Article 60 of the convention on the other hand requires the commission to give particular attention to the international human right instruments including CEDAW. However, the Charter failed to take into account the key human right issues of women within the continent. Article 18 could be the typical example in this regard. Under this article, gender based discrimination is prohibited only in the context of family protection. Even in the family protection, the charter failed to address main women right issues such as the free and full consent of the spouses and equality of men and women during the formation and dissolution of marriage. Moreover, the charter paid particular attention to the values and tradition of the continent without addressing the harmful traditional practices that are a threat to women's human rights such as forced marriage, discrimination of women during inheritance, FGM and etc.

The Protocol to the African Charter on the Rights of Women in Africa was adopted in Maputo on July 11, 2003. It came into enforce on November 25, 2005 after getting the required 15 ratification. Out of 53 member states of the AU, only 36 countries ratified the convention which has a huge implication on the situation of the human rights of women in Africa. The protocol includes key human rights of women such as equal rights during the formation and dissolution of marriage (article 6&7), equality before the law and access to justice (article 8), health and reproductive health rights including the right to have medical abortion in certain situations (article 14).

The adoption of the protocol has a huge impact on the development of women human rights in general. For the first time in the international human right instrument, it explicitly recognized the right to have abortion which resulted from sexual assault, rape and when the pregnancy becomes a threat to the life and well being of the mother. The prohibition of harmful traditional practices such as FGM which has been a treat for several young women in Africa is the other major contribution of the protocol. With the aim of securing large number of ratification, the convention failed to prohibit reservation and declaration on provisions of the convention. It is not
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that difficult to predict that states will come up with reservations as it was evidenced during the ratification process of CEDAW.\textsuperscript{111}

In general, all the above international instruments is meant to acknowledge equality between men and women as well as the international commitment towards ending discrimination based on sex. However, despite all of the above commitments, the enforcement of the rights enshrined under these instruments is far from fulfilled mainly because of the deep rooted traditional and religious stereotypical attitudes towards women accompanied by lack of political commitment from authorities of member states.

2.4 The Legal Status of International Instruments in Ethiopia

The incorporation of international human rights into the domestic laws has a vital importance on the implementation of international instruments within the domestic jurisdiction. The practice of states indicate that dualist or monist approach are used to incorporate international human right instruments within the domestic legislation. The monist approach basically based its principle that there is no need to have further procedure or domestic legislation for the direct application of international instruments. Accordingly, courts can directly apply provisions of international instruments just like any provisions from the domestic legislations. The dualist approach, on the other hand, based on a principle that domestic laws and international instruments have two distinct features, therefore it requires domestic version of the provisions of international instruments either through "enabling legislation" or rewriting it.\textsuperscript{112}

The FDRE constitution provides that "All international agreements ratified by Ethiopia are an integral part of the law of the land."\textsuperscript{113} On the other hand, the Ethiopian legal system requires all legislation to be published on the official legal Gazette. Judges are obliged to take judicial notice of laws that are published under the official legal gazette.\textsuperscript{114} Based on these provisions, some scholars argue that publication of the international instruments under the official legal gazette is a requirement for the incorporation of international instruments. However, the constitution has not provided that it is a requirement to do so. The issue of publication of the international instruments on an official legal gazette is an issue of practicability and has nothing to do with legality. In fact, the publication and translation of the instruments into the working national language of the country facilitate courts to apply the provisions of the international instruments
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easily. However, the non-translation and publications of important international instruments including CEDAW, has created confusion among courts and parties during a trial proceeding.

Though it is clear that international human rights instruments are integral parts of the law in the land, their status is not yet clearly known and is subjected to academic debate. Some scholars argue that international instruments are superior or at least parallel to the international law by citing article 13(2) of the EFDRE constitution. This article provides that "The fundamental rights and freedoms specified in this Chapter shall be interpreted in a manner conforming to the principles of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, International Covenants on Human Rights and International instruments adopted by Ethiopia." Other scholars argue that the constitution is superior to any law by referring article 9(1) of the constitution which provides that the constitution is supreme law of the land and any law which contravenes with provisions of the constitution is null and void. Legal scholars such as Adem Kassie argue that article 13(2) requires specific reference only to the international human rights principles such as the principle of universality, indivisibility and interdependency of human rights. According to him, the provision is not meant to refer provisions of human rights instruments to interpret provisions within the constitution. Accordingly, the constitution is superior to international instruments ratified by Ethiopia whenever there existed clash between provisions of the constitution and a given international human rights instrument. However, placing the international human rights subordinate to the constitution has the potential to lead unjust violation of fundamental human rights enshrined under the international human rights instruments by using supremacy of the constitution as a justification. Moreover, the international law principles such as the principles of "good faith" and "Pacta Sunt servanda" do not allow states to escape from their international obligation by citing domestic legislation as a justification. Otherwise, ratification of international instruments do not have valuable meaning if states can easily evade them and unwilling to adjust their national legislation in accordance with provisions of international human rights instruments.

With regard to interpretation of the rights recognized under international instruments ratified by Ethiopia, nothing has stated except the recognition by the constitution that interpretation of provisions of the constitutions dealing with human rights should be made in accordance with international human rights instruments ratified by Ethiopia. However, the power to interpret the
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constitution is designated to the House of Federation.\textsuperscript{121} The House of Federation is a legislative wing along with the House of Peoples' Representative meant to represent the nation, nationalities and peoples of Ethiopia. Along with other responsibilities, its main responsibilities are to settle constitutional disputes as well as interpretation of the constitution.\textsuperscript{122} The final decision of the house of federation is applicable to similar future disputes.\textsuperscript{123} The house of federation is also responsible to set up a Council of Constitutional Inquiry to advise the House of Federation on issues related to constitutional interpretation.\textsuperscript{124} Accordingly, whenever dispute arises in relation to provisions of the constitution, courts do not have the power to interpret and settle the issue. Rather they are expected to refer the matter to the council of the constitutional inquiry.\textsuperscript{125} The council refers the case to the house of federation along with its recommendation if the council believes that there is a need for constitutional interpretation in relation to the matter.\textsuperscript{126} The house of federation during interpretation of the constitution in relation to human right issues, it is expected to resolve the dispute in accordance with international human right instruments ratified by Ethiopia.\textsuperscript{127}

It has to be noted here that designation of interpretation of constitutional dispute on the house of federation, does not preclude courts to apply and enforce the human right provisions under the constitution. It is only when disputes or when a certain provisions of the constitution is contested or when the court thinks that the issue needed constitutional interpretation that the courts are required to refer the matter to the council of the constitutional inquiry.\textsuperscript{128} Practically judges tend to avoid cases related to constitutional provisions including provisions dealing with human rights issues. Most of the time they referred cases to the council even when a given constitutional provisions is not contested or disputed by the other party.\textsuperscript{129}

Generally, the unknown status of international human right instruments along with absence of official publication of international instruments and the non existence of translation of the international instruments into the domestic legislation are some of the major challenges regarding the enforcement of the international human rights within the country. In addition, since
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the power to interpret the constitution is vested on an organ other than the courts, it has contributed for creating confusion and complexity among courts while entertaining constitutional issues including those provisions dealing with human rights issues.\textsuperscript{130}

3. Major Women's Rights Issues and Protection of the Law in Ethiopia

3.1 Stereotypical Attitudes

Harmful stereotypical attitudes against women are a huge problem in Ethiopia. The United Nations Human Rights Office of High Commissioner defined gender stereotype defined as "a generalized view or preconception about attributes, or characteristics that are or ought to be possessed by women and men or the roles that are or should be performed by men and women."\textsuperscript{131} On the other hand, Gender stereotyping is defined as "the practice of ascribing to an individual woman or man specific attributes, characteristics, or roles by reason only of her or his membership in the social group of women or men."\textsuperscript{132} From the above definitions, we understand that gender stereotype is mainly about expectation from the society about how one should act or behave depending on his or her sex. On the other hand, Stereotyping is about the application of such societal expectation on a given person.\textsuperscript{133}

In Ethiopia, the status of women in every aspect of life is low. This is manifested by their lower economic position than men mainly because they earn less; they have attained lesser educational level; they are becoming heads of households with their dependants without having sufficient financial support; they have deprived their labour contribution particularly in agriculture and most importantly their participation in decision making power even on matters that can affect their life is quiet low.\textsuperscript{134} Ethiopia is also a country where lowest performance is recorded in terms of gender equality compare to other Sub-Saharan African countries. Despite there existed improvements regarding millennium development goals, still the country is left behind with regard to the Millennium Development goal no 3. This is further evidenced by the global gender gap report 2010 where Ethiopia is ranked 121 from 134 states on the level and magnitude of gender inequalities. In Ethiopia, women and girls are found to be in a strong disadvantaged position in their lively hoods and respect of their human rights accompanied by lower status and lack of support within the society.\textsuperscript{135}
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Traditional values, norms and beliefs that gave effect to harmful gender based stereotypes contributed for the lack of women participation in the social, economic and political development of the country.\textsuperscript{136} Tradition gives meaning to life and ensures continuity and conformity of ancestor's norms. It signifies aspect of culture which indicates way of thinking accompanied by its implementation. Most harmful traditional practices that violate the right of women in Ethiopia are widely accepted. Such harmful traditional practices include but not limited to FGM, early marriage and abduction. Such traditions are practiced to ensure the existence and continuity of lower status of women within the society. In addition, there are harmful traditional practices that existed almost in all ethnic groups which affect the health and equality of women.\textsuperscript{137} This is evidenced in Somali region where women cannot own a property without a male guardian irrespective of a national legislation that gave right to women to own property.\textsuperscript{138}

Stereotypes on gender roles starts from the very beginning of birth. A mother who gave a baby boy congratulated by the community and her husband. If she gave a baby girl, it is unwelcomed by the society including her family and her husband. A girl, during her child hood are not allowed to go outside and play with boys. If she is allowed to play, she is expected to play soft games, stay clean and tidy. While boys are told to go to school and be competitive, girls are expected to help their mother at home in household activities. Girls are also expected to get married at the earliest age as possible.\textsuperscript{139}

Both within and outside the class room, there existed gender biased roles. Inside class room girls are expected to be shy and quiet. They taught to accept the idea that boys out smart girls and strong enough to talk about their problems. This is usually accompanied by fear of making mistakes and being laughed at by boys. During class room discussions, boys often times took the role of leading the group and the girls' role is following the idea of boys.\textsuperscript{140}

In the text books even if there is no major discrepancies on the number of men and women representation, there is fundamental gender role differences in the occupational and family roles. Women in the text book often time represented as caring babies, preparing foods where as men represented as doing fancy sports or performing heavy tasks. Text books also do not use gender free words such as "human being" or "mankind" rather "he" regularly used to refer professional men such as police investigator, farmer, solder, father of history and etc. Men often times associated with courageous and strong. Certain portion of the society such as children, elderly individuals, and women are regarded as weak and do not have any significance for the society in general. Moreover, men are also represented in text books as criminals to show hard working
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and prison life. In most text books their representation is made to glorify their physical strength compare to women.\textsuperscript{141} In addition, there is constant representation of men and women performing a specific task as man or as a woman. Men often times represented as police investigator, farmer, thief, football player, driver, horse rider, doctor, engineer and pilot. On the contrary, women are associated with care giving and involving on household activities such as taking care of their children and shopping in a market. Men usually associated with doing higher professional jobs getting assistance from women. This usually done by using representations such as a male medical doctor with a female nurse or a male judge with a female typist and etc.\textsuperscript{142}

These gendered based stereotypes has a consequence in the sense that men tend not to be bothered about social acceptance compare to women who are vulnerable to societal rejection mainly because they are expected to confirm and pursue societal norms and traditions. Because of society, women tend to give lesser attention to their academic potentials and achievements as well as carriers outside their home. The biased educational system and lack of parental support towards investing on girls' education have played a vital role for the huge discrepancy on the number of male and female students particularly in higher educational institutions.\textsuperscript{143} Long distance from their home to school, lack of awareness from parents on the advantage of girls' education, engagement in household activities, abduction and early marriage are also the main reasons that prevent girls from going to school. Even after enrolment in school, the number of drop out of girls outweigh the number of drop out of boys mainly because of unwanted pregnancy, marriage, work load at home as well as uncomfortable atmosphere within school. The number of girls who has completed primary education by 2009 was only 41 percent and only 30 percent of them were enrolled to secondary education.\textsuperscript{144}

With regard to the participation of women in the economic life, women representation in the labour market is low. Women, most of the time involved in unpaid house hold activities as well as in other informal sectors. Women also faces difficulties in getting agricultural credit because of lack of education and financial capacity to cover the initial payment as well as lack of Education.\textsuperscript{145} Similar with other African countries, since rural women in Ethiopia has various burdens both in and outside home such as in the production and preparing of food as well as care taking activities accompanied by poor infrastructure leave them to sustain a marginalized life. Economic perspectives and ideologies give little or no attention about the contribution of unpaid economic activities. It is an indication of lack of policy measures on gender roles in household
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activities and its contribution on the development of a given country. Moreover, despite high level of participation of women in agricultural activities there is a strong perception among the society that women do not and cannot farm which in away is a denial of women contributions in the agricultural and economic sector of the country. On the other hand, Female headed house holds are increasing from time to time particularly in urban areas. Armed conflicts, migration, death due to sexually transmitted diseases and divorce are the main reasons for the increasing number of female headed households. The high level of women headed house hold also contributed to their vulnerability to poverty and forced them to lead a marginalized life. Researches indicated that most female headed households who are living in Addis Ababa fall within the ambit of low income category. Often times they engage in the informal sectors and generate an income which only helps them to survive. This is because of the economic, social as well as cultural impediments that prevented women from access to education and economic resources. Therefore, their income and level of employment is less compare to men. The situation is more difficult when a woman is getting divorced unlike to a man where his income goes up during divorce. Particularly when there are children out of marriage, women would be in a disadvantage position mainly because children often times stay with their mothers. At the country level, because of lack of gender mainstreaming in the different policies and strategies, the need for women participation in the economic activities starting from planning to implementation of developmental programs is highly ignored.

The political participation of women and girls are low though there is encouraging indicators such as the increasing number of women in the federal parliament and cabinet ministers. Women participation both in NGOs and governmental organizations holding decision making position is increasing from time to time. Particularly their participations on matters that promote the right of women is high. However, in economic fields, women participation and holding a decision making position such as in banks and insurance companies is low. Currently, the number of women holding ministerial positions are less. It is rare to find women as head of departments except in departments concentrate on gender and women's right issues. This is because the formal sector of the economy requires relevant educational and work experiences to acquire higher positions which in most cases women cannot fulfill. Both men and women do not encourage the idea that women should assume such positions. In rare cases, when they assume such higher position, the burden of work they are expected to perform would be higher because of family and social responsibilities.
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When we come to participation of women in the media, the number of women shown on TV in general is less compared to men. Women on TV are usually seen while confirming traditional role as a housewife, taking care of children and as a secretary. Whereas men usually represent a father and a husband reflecting active and physically strong behaviors. TV dramas depict a type of family where the father worked outside home to support the livelihood of the children and his wife, where as the mother is assumed a character taking care of household activities and their children. With regard to emotions and feelings, TV dramas represent mothers showing their feelings and love to their children while men are hiding their emotions and feelings towards their children. Gender dependent relations which shows father-son and mother-daughter relationship is also part of the scene. In addition, women also represented in a stereotypical behavior showing them crying and unable to eat when they are angry. In most dramas where the leading character is a female, her dream and purpose it to become beautiful and attractive rather than focusing on her destiny and future life. On the other hand, male characters are represented readers, innovators, football players, heroes and braves.¹⁵²

Utilization of information technologies such as radio and television by women is also limited in Ethiopia. Even educated women do not utilize such technologies as often as men because they are busy with taking care of their children and the household activities. When women get the chance to watch a television or listen a radio, the type of channel is usually decided by men. In rural areas utilization of radio is only limited to men. When men go outside of home, they usually take out the radio batteries which in away prevent women from receiving information. As a result, most women do not get information from Medias which in away limited their production, access to health care services and educational levels.¹⁵³ In addition, there is a huge discrepancy on the number of women who use information communication technologies compared to men. This is because of low literacy, access to resources such as having the necessary computer or mobiles, lack of infrastructure and time. As a result women in Ethiopia face difficulties to receive the benefits that information communication technology has in empowering and human development.¹⁵⁴

The impact of gender based stereotypes take various forms and most of them have a negative influence for the achievement of gender equality within a given society. The differential treatment and attitudes resulting from stereotype can be considered as discrimination. In this regard, the UN special rapporteur on the right to food stated that stereotypes towards women has resulted gender role and division of labour which lead women to take care of the household activities that lead them to be dependent, poor and achieve lesser educational status. The CEDAW committee also stated that the role of traditional values and norms that have gender based violence and women subordination result should not be underestimated.¹⁵⁵
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stereotypes generally encourage and justify gender based violence and its impact on the continual existence of traditional as well as historical patterns that promote gender inequality is huge. Stereotypical attitudes therefore become harmful when it limits one's ability to use his or her potential including pursuing one's professional carrier and choosing one's way of life. On the other hand, Stereotypical attitudes also has a negative impact on men hence there are certain roles ascribed to them by the society such as to become masculine and competitive which has an effect of putting unnecessary pressure on themselves. The joy that they could have got from parenting and intimate relationship is also limited hence the parental care as a whole most of the time is given to women in most cases.

With regard to states obligation, article 5 of CEDAW obliges state parties to engage in modification of social and cultural patterns that promote gender inequality. In doing so, states are required to amend legislations, customs, regulations and practices that promote inequality between men and women. CEDAW committee on the other hand, in its recommendation indicated that state should transform gender "stereotypes" and eradicate "stereotyping". The committee come to an understanding that it is quiet difficult to eradicate stereotypical attitudes though it is possible to transform them through time. However, the eradication of stereotyping is related to states obligation not to apply stereotypes that can affect the rights of both men and women. On the other hand, article 10 of CEDAW puts obligation on state to eliminate stereotypical attitudes through education by providing that "state parties shall take all the appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women in order to ensure them equal rights with men in the field of education and in particular to ensure, on the basis of equality of men and women...."

Ethiopia took legislative measure in order to tackle the harmful stereotypical attitudes that promote inequality between men and women. Article 35 of the constitution specifically dealt with women's right. Article 35(1) provides the equality of men and women towards the enjoyment of all rights guaranteed by the constitution. On the other hand, in order to compensate the previous practices and wide discrepancy between men and women involvement in the social, economic and political spheres, the constitution gave women the right to benefit from affirmative action which read as; "the historical legacy of inequality and discrimination suffered by women in Ethiopia taken into account, women, in order to remedy this legacy, are entitled to affirmative measures. The purpose of such measures shall be to provide special attention to women so as to enable them compete and participate on the basis of equality with men in political, social and
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economic life as well as in public and private institutions." Despite such legislative measures stereotypical attitudes against women is still affecting to use their potential and contribute in the social, economical and cultural development of the country. This is mainly because Ethiopian society has been enforcing patriarchal ideologies for centuries using culture and religion as an instrument for justification. Effective actions to eradicate harmful stereotypes requires policy measures such as application of quotas, ensure appropriate representation of women in the Media, ensure participation of women in the leadership positions, enactment of laws that can change the mindset of the society, ensure property rights of women, encourage shared responsibility in household activities and other policy measures.

3.2. Violence against Women

Violence against Women is defined as "any act of gender based violence that results in, or is likely to result in, physical, sexual or mental harm or suffering to women, including threats of such acts, coercion or arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in public or in private life." The impact of gender based violence is not only limited to the fundamental freedoms and rights of women, it is has also the potential of limiting their capacity to use their potential. The above definition of violence against women indicated that the act must cause or has the potential to cause physical or mental harm which emanated from sex inequality.

The CEDAW committee on its general recommendation addresses the issue of violence. The committee indicated that violence against women is discrimination within the meaning of article 1 of the convention by stating that "Gender-based violence, which impairs or nullifies the enjoyment by women of human rights and fundamental freedoms under general international law or under human rights conventions, is discrimination within the meaning of article 1 of the Convention." This is an indication of the fact that gender violence against women is a violation of the human rights of women. The committee further strength its comments to show that gender based violence is one form of discrimination by stating that "The definition of discrimination includes gender-based violence, that is, violence that is directed against a woman because she is a woman or that affects women disproportionately. It includes acts that inflict physical, mental or sexual harm or suffering, threats of such acts, coercion and other deprivations of liberty. Gender-based violence may breach specific provisions of the Convention, regardless of whether
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Gender based violence is not only an indication of inequality status between men and women but also the intention to keep the unbalanced power that existed between the two sexes hence in some cases violence against women is made to ensure their subordination. Intimate partner violence could be a typical example in this regard. The CEDAW committee further indicated that traditional gender based stereotypical attitudes that promote the superiority of men and the subordination of women and involves control and coercion such as FGM, forced marriage and acid attacks in away justify violence against women. The consequence of such harmful traditional practices prevent women from exercising their fundamental rights and freedoms.

Researches indicated that violence against women is increased from time to time. The most common and severe forms of gender based violence include intimate partner violence, sexual violence, female genital mutilation and early marriage. Let us discuss each of them individually within the context of Ethiopia.

### 3.2.1 Domestic Violence

Domestic violence against women is defined as “any act of gender based violence that results in or is likely to result in physical, sexual or psychological harm or suffering to women including threats of such acts, coercion or arbitrary deprivation of liberty whether occurring in public or private life.”

Similar to most countries located in sub-Saharan Africa, in Ethiopia, there is lack of available data on domestic violence against women which contributed for the level of the problem not to be unknown largely. As a result the impact violence against women on the life of women has been underestimated. Ethiopia belongs to a patriarchal society where rural and urban women being subjected to various forms of domestic violence. It is accepted as a legitimate norm that men should control their wives or partners. Researches indicated that men who are living in the patriarchal society tend to be more violent than those who are living in a non-patriarchal community. Women who are living in a patriarchal society tends to accept and being passive to resist the male dominant behavior. That is why in most rural parts of the country women goes to
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the extent to believe that if their husband do not beat them it means that they don't love their wives. Other similar believes are still persisting largely among the society. Domestic violence against women is quiet common in Ethiopia which takes various forms including physical, sexual and emotional forms. Studies shows that women who are subjected to domestic violence reach up to 50 to 60 percent. This means one out of three women face domestic violence in their life time. Most women accept such actions of their husband including wife beating particularly if he has the reason to do so as prescribed within the societal norm. Worse 88 percent of rural and 69 percent of urban women believe that husbands have the right to beat their wives.

Similar to the situation of violence against women around the world, in Ethiopia, the perpetrators are usually known to the victim. Despite the adoption of various international instruments on the rights of women, out of three women one woman still experience physical or mental violence. However, some domestic surveys indicated that up to 70 of women violence are committed by their intimate partner or husband. Accordingly, intimate partner or violence against women by their husband is the most common forms of gender based violence around the world. Intimate partner violence against women is the most dangerous and abusive form of human rights violation though its impact on the health and well being of women is underestimated. Its negative impact is also comparable with those diseases that cause serious health problem such as cancer, cardiovascular disease, HIV, malaria and traffic accident. Recently, it became part of the health and human rights agenda mainly because of its impact on women's right to enjoy their fundamental rights and freedoms as well as on the development of states. Researches on the area shows that from 10 to 70 percent of married women have experienced intimate partner violence in their life time.

Intimate partner violence can take different forms that can result the physical or psychological harm against a woman. The physical violence include any form of violence that can affect the physical integrity and well being of a woman ranging from slap to homicide. In Ethiopia out of 10 women, one woman is likely to experience gender based violence such as abduction, early marriage, rape including marital rape. Marital rape is not a crime under the new criminal code which was revised in 2004. It is a widely accepted norm among the Ethiopian society that there cannot be a rape within marriage. It is considered as a private matter that only concern the
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husband and the wife. Married women particularly in rural communities believe that it is a responsibility of wives to satisfy the sexual need of their husband. This situation goes to the extent that husbands have the right to force his wife to have sexual intercourse soon after she gave birth. According to a study conducted in the northern parts of Ethiopia, married women stated that their husbands do not need the consent of their wives to have a sexual intercourse hence sex should be taken place whenever the husband demand it. In case a woman refuses to have sex, force and other forms of violence used as a means by the husband in order to get what he need. Such situations lead women to believe that they don't have the right to control the number of children they want to have.

The psychological violence include any form mental violence that can harm the mindset of a woman. These include humiliation or intimidation, economic restrictions such as preventing a woman from work, taking away all of her earnings and earning sources as well as other forms of controlling behaviors. A study conducted in the Northern parts of Ethiopia indicated that a number of women has experienced emotional abuse by their intimate partner. Such emotional abuse include denigrated, blamed unfairly, disrespect and humiliation. Such emotional abuse extends to the extent of controlling and limiting the women's right to visit and be visited by their family members, friends, working outside home and having financial contribution to the family. Women in Ethiopia are also subjected to other forms of emotional abuse such as in the form of blaming. It is common in Ethiopia women to be blamed for problems and difficulties happened within the family such as when illness or death of a child occur or when a teen daughter is unwilling to follow the norms of the society and began to behave inappropriately as it is perceived by the community. Intimidation and threat are also part of the life of many rural women in the country particularly if they fail to follow the rules given by the husband or when they are unable to live in accordance with the wish and expectation of a husband. Such controlling behavior of men goes to the extent that not to put their wives name on property documents, refuse to provide money even for household expenses, selling the family property without consulting their wife, and want to control the movement of their wives even when they are far away or out of the country.

The root causes of intimate partner violence against women are many and it is difficult to single out one factor that explain why in some parts of the community it is more prevalent than other parts of the country. A number of complex social, cultural and interdependent factors played a significant role for its prevalence. In fact, all of the factors indicate the existence of gender inequality in terms of power that promote the superiority of men. Despite the existence of varies customs, culture and traditions, studies conducted on intimate partner violence against women in
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Ethiopia is quiet limited.\textsuperscript{185} In Ethiopia, the causes of domestic violence are most of the time related to addictive behavior such as alcohol consumption and chewing chat. It is also related to family history of violence, the level of education and decision making power of the partner. Place of the residence also plays a vital role hence women living in rural area are more likely to be subjected to gender based violence. The age and level of education of the woman also another factor that can possibly trigger violence. Married women below the age of 18 is more likely to face gender based violence than adult women. In rare situations religion could also be a factor to promote gender based violence.\textsuperscript{186} The level of education as well as having ones’ own financial means also plays a vital role on women’s choice to report about intimate partner violence. Researches indicated that house wives are a way less likely to report domestic violence than women working outside their home. In addition to the level of education of married women, the society encourages women to keep quiet about domestic violence because it is believed that it is a way of showing love and respect to their husbands. It is also considered as a private family matter so that is inappropriate to speak about it outside home. The economical dependency of the woman also plays a vital role in decision of women to report about the violence against their partner or husband.\textsuperscript{187} At society level, gender roles and attitudes that promote women subordination, inadequacy of laws, policies for the protection, prevention and punishment of domestic violence, lack of awareness by the law enforcement officials, courts as well as other social service providers are factors that promote domestic violence within the country.\textsuperscript{188}

Researches shows that, women in Ethiopia uses various methods to protect themselves from domestic violence. Such methods include tolerance, temporary separation (sometimes they can go to the extent of leaving their home permanently when the violence reached at maximum level and beyond their level of tolerance), seeking help from people outside home or self defense to protect themselves from a violent partner.\textsuperscript{189} The negative impact of gender based violence on the health and well being of a woman is numerous. Researches on epidemiological and clinical studies indicated that the physical and sexual violence against women has a negative effect on their health including gynecological disorder, difficulty during labor and pregnancy, gastrointestinal disorder and chronic pain syndromes as well as ongoing mental and emotional disorders. The negative consequence of domestic violence is not only limited to women, it has also the potential to lead cognitive, emotional, behavioral and social problems. Furthermore, experiencing and witnessing gender based violence promote the continual existence of violence hence it can lead to the greater tolerance or use of violence.\textsuperscript{190}
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Ethiopia took various legislative measures in order to combat domestic violence against women. The Constitution of the country in this regard stated that "the State shall enforce the right of women to eliminate the influences of harmful customs. Laws, customs and practices that oppress or cause bodily or mental harm to women are prohibited." This provision not only meant to fight the custom and traditions that promote gender based violence but also put obligation on the state to protect and enforce the right of women to be free from violence. The 2004 revised criminal code of Ethiopia amended specific provisions to comply with provisions of the constitution. The provisions related to women's right and domestic violence was part of the amendment procedure. The code while addressing the issue of domestic violence, it employed various mechanisms such as providing a clear terms for existing vague provisions, by incorporating new offences, by clarifying elements of a specific offences and also by putting aggravated circumstances. Accordingly, various forms of violence against women are criminalized. In this regard, Article 553(1) of the criminal code provides that "Whoever intentionally or by negligence causes bodily injury to another or impairs his health, by whatever means or in any manner, is punishable in accordance with the provisions of this Chapter. These provisions embrace all manner of bodily assaults, blows, wounds, maiming, injuries or harm, and all damage to the physical or mental health of an individual." This provision is generally dealt with physical or mental injury perpetrated against the victim applicable to both men and women. However, article 564 of the code clearly stated that the above provision is also applicable to violence against women committed with in marriage or irregular union.

3.2.2 Sexual Violence

Sexual violence against women is one of the brutal ways of denial of the human rights of women which indicate male dominance. Sexual violence committed when a woman is physically or mentally coerced to engage in a sexual intercourse. Sexual violence include situations where the woman is willingly having a relationship with a man but coerced to have sex with him such as forcing a woman to have sexual intercourse during dating, engagement or marriage, unwilling exposure to pornography, denial of using condom and etc. Researches indicated that in Ethiopia, sexual violence is usually greater in number than physical violence. The perpetrators are most of the time are known to the victims. They usually are either family members or an intimate partner of the victim. "Sexual harassment against women
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including against young girls and small babies are quiet common and it has been a serious concern for family and parents of the girls. The kind of sexual violence in Ethiopia includes sexual harassment, intimidation, rape and abduction.\textsuperscript{196}

Regarding the prevalence of rape, researches conducted on the central part of the country indicated that 3 women in each werdas among the 24 werdas, are raped and every year the number of women who victims of rape are are increased up to 30660. Worse, greater number of women are also living in a greater fear of being raped because of repeated threat. Moreover, studies also indicated that more than 74 percent of girls face sexual harassment daily and one third of rape victims raped more than once.\textsuperscript{197} On the other hand, a study conducted in the northern parts of the country shows that out of 60 percent of documented rape cases, more than one third of them were raped before. The same study indicated that out of the number of women who are victims of rape, more than 70 percent of them were students and more than 90 percent of the perpetrators were identified by the victims and only few of perpetrators were arrested and punished for their actions. Rape against female students in high school is also highly prevalent. Studies shows that more than three fourth of female high school students has experienced sexual harassment. More than three fourth of reported rape among high school students were under the age of 18. Among the students who has reported that they were victims of rape, 24 percent of them face vaginal discharge problem and 17 percent of them has become pregnant. Women are also forced to have sex by their intimate partner most of the time. The prevalence of rape against women with in the country generally undermine their ability to protect themselves from HIV.\textsuperscript{198}

The situation of the victims after they were raped also the other huge problem with in the country. Women who are victims of rape are usually blamed and stigmatized by family members, by the community and through endorsement of public Medias. However, the perpetrators usually do not get punished for their action which in away motivate other members of the community to engage in the same violent behavior. Larger parts of the society reinforce attitudes that directly or indirectly encourage and legitimize sexual aggression of men. This is done through treating women who are victims of rape as trash and blaming them by their behavior or the way they dressed as a justification for the violent behavior of men. Shifting the blame to the rapist and punishing for his actions has never been the issue with in the country. Rather his wrong actions are usually justified and legitimized by blaming the victim and stating that "she asked for it." The culture of rape is the real problem within the country. Blaming and stigmatization of the victim, marriage through abduction, objectifying women, legitimatization of sexual aggression of women and other similar situation has contributed the continual existence sexual violence and put women in a disadvantaged and marginalized group. The society totally forgot its duty to discipline men to control their emotions and parts of their bodies to stop treating women as an object to have control over them and do whatever they wish. The society
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often times focus how women should behave in order to minimize potential risk of sexual violence.\textsuperscript{199}

The other issue related to sexual violence which is causing various long term physical and psychological impact on women in Ethiopia is the practice of abduction. Abduction is a widely accepted culture in the rural parts of the country.\textsuperscript{200} It is a long time practice that encourages men to chose and has a wife using force. This is done through abducting a young woman from her parents' house by a group of young men and raped by a man who wants to take her as a wife. The abducted girl may or may not know the abductor. Respected elders from the community then would go to the abducted parent's house to convince them to give their daughter to the abductor. Most of the time, the parents of the victim tend to give their consent because they believe that no one will be willing to marry their young daughter in the future since she is raped and lost her virginity. Sometimes the abductor goes to the extent of hiding the abducted girl for a long period of time and rape her for several times until she become pregnant so that her parents would not have any other option other than allowing the abductor to take their daughter as a wife. Despite the fact that it is quiet difficult for the victim to give her consent to marry the abductor, because of social and cultural pressure from the community, family as well as the continual threat of the abductor, would choose to marry the abductor.\textsuperscript{201}

The problem lays on the fact that rape and abduction do not considered as a problem in Ethiopia, Particularly in the rural parts of the country, it is considered as normal and must mainly because it is deeply rooted within the norms, traditions and culture of the society. Southern parts of the country could be the typical example in this regard where more than 80 percent of marriages are the result of abduction. The problem goes to the extent of forcing the abducted and raped girl to stay with the abductor and live with him as a wife without her consent.\textsuperscript{202}

The negative impact of abduction on the health and well being of young girls living in the rural parts of the country is numerous. In addition to the physical injury that she could sustain, leaving the abductor will bring her panic and fear because of the possible threat of the abductor as well as it is more likely that she would face societal rejection. On the other hand, living with the abductor without her willingness lead her emotional problem as a result of the feeling of helplessness. Moreover, the continual of her education would be in a greater risk as a result of early pregnancy or house hold burdens as a wife. Such situation in turn contributed a lot for many women in the rural parts of the country to live under poverty and confirm the power based behavior of men in general.


\textsuperscript{200} Cherinet and Mulugeta, Cited above at note 196.


Generally, the negative impact of sexual violence includes social isolation, fear and phobia to social circles, feeling helpless, losing hope as well as suicide commitment. In Addition, to the physical and mental harm that sexual violence can cause to the woman, it has also serious reproductive health consequence including unwanted pregnancies, complication of pregnancies, sexually transmitted infections as well as complication of pregnancy.

The government of Ethiopia took a serious of legal measures to combat sexual violence against women. The penal code of Ethiopia dealt with the issue of rape, sexual assault and abduction as a part of such measure. Depending on the circumstances of the case, rape is punishable from five years to life imprisonment. Art 620 of the criminal code provide detail circumstances where rape perpetrated against a woman can lead to rigorous imprisonment. Such provision provided that:

"(1) Whoever compels a woman to submit to sexual intercourse outside wedlock, whether by the use of violence or grave intimidation, or after having rendered her unconscious or incapable of resistance, is punishable with rigorous imprisonment from five years to fifteen years. (2) Where the crime is committed: a) on a young woman between thirteen and eighteen years of age; or b) on an inmate of an alms-house or asylum or any establishment of health, education, correction, detention or internment which is under the direction, supervision or authority of the accused person, or on anyone who is under the supervision or control of or dependent upon him; or c) on a woman incapable of understanding the nature or consequences of the act, or of resisting the act, due to old age, physical or mental illness, depression or any other reason; or d) by a number of men acting in concert, or by subjecting the victim to act of cruelty or sadism, the punishment shall be rigorous imprisonment from five years to twenty years. (3) Where the rape has caused grave physical or mental injury or death, the punishment shall be life imprisonment. (4) Where the rape is related to illegal restraint or abduction of the victim, or where communicable disease has been transmitted to her, the relevant provisions of this Code shall apply concurrently."

The penal code also makes sexual assault punishable with starting from simple fines up to simple imprisonment not exceeding three months. On the other hand, sexual outrage accompanied by violence is another offence regarded as punishable ranging from one year up to ten years. In such kind of offences the law increased its protection to persons who are unconscious, deluded or persons incapable of resisting by stating that "Whoever, knowing of his victim's incapacity, but without using violence or intimidation, performs sexual intercourse, or commits a like or any other indecent act, with an idiot, with a feebleminded or retarded, insane or unconscious person, or with a person who is for any other reason incapable of understanding the nature or consequences of the act, is punishable, according to the circumstances of the case, with simple imprisonment for not less than one year, or with rigorous imprisonment not exceeding fifteen years.
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years.\textsuperscript{208} Despite the non existence of violence or intimidation by the perpetrator, the law takes into account the vulnerability of the victims to increase its protection.

Abduction is also a criminal offence under the penal code of Ethiopia. In this regard, the provision dealing with offences of abduction and subsequent rape provide that

"(1) Whoever with intent to marry a woman abducts her by violence, or commits such an act after having obtained her consent by intimidation, threat, trickery or deceit, is punishable with rigorous imprisonment from three years to ten years. (2) Where the act of abduction is accompanied by rape, the perpetrator shall be liable to the punishment prescribed for rape in this Code. (3) The conclusion of a marriage between the abductor and the abducted subsequent to the abduction shall not preclude criminal liability. (4) Nothing shall affect the right of the victim to claim compensation under civil law for the moral and material damage she may have sustained as a result of the abduction."\textsuperscript{209} According to this provision, abduction of a woman itself is a criminal offence irrespective of whether rape is committed or not. If the abduction is accompanied by rape of the victim, the perpetrator will be punishable for two offences, i.e. for the abduction and for the rape. Furthermore, despite the fact that the victim gave her consent to marry the abductor, this circumstance will not discharge the abductor from criminal responsibility. Such position taken by the penal code has a particular importance in a country where victims of abduction is under social, family as well as on the abductor pressure are more likely to give their consent to marry the abductor. In addition, the continual threat of the abductor and his accomplice would not give the victim the choice of refusing to marry the abductor.

In this regard, the 2004 revised penal code of Ethiopia has made important amendments compare to the 1957 in relation to subsequent marriage as a result of abduction or rape or both. Article 558 and 599 of the 1957 Ethiopian penal code provided that the perpetrator will be discharged from criminal liability in the event of subsequent marriage after abduction or rape.\textsuperscript{210} The above provision of the 2004 penal code is meant to tackle such problem to comply with the constitution as well as Ethiopia's international obligations.

The penal code also extends its protection to minors, individuals who are mentally ill, individuals who are incapable of defending themselves by making abduction against these individuals punishable with from seven years to twenty years of imprisonment depending on the circumstances of the case. Abduction and rape against these individuals are still punishable despite the existence of prior consent given by such individuals if the consent acquired by the abductor is as a result of intimidation, threat, trickery or deceit.\textsuperscript{211}

\textsuperscript{208} I'd, article 623.
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3.2.3 Female Genital Mutilation

FGM is defined by WHO as "all procedures that involve partial or total removal of the external female genitalia, or other injury to the female genital organs for non-medical reasons." It usually practiced because of customary and traditional reasons. The main justifications for the practice of mutilation of sexual organs are to control the sexual behavior of the girl and controlling and ensuring virginity before marriage. Hygiene is also another reason for the practice of FGM. In most communities where FGM is widely practiced believe that unmutilated woman is not clean even not to handle foods and waters. Mothers allowed their daughters to be mutilated not because they hate their daughters rather it because they want their daughter to have acceptance within the community and believe that the justifications are true. In communities where FGM is widely practiced, women has to get married in order to get acceptance and honor within the community and women who didn't mutilated most of the time do not get husbands because of the above justifications.

Ethiopian health survey conducted in 2005, indicated that more than 74 percent of women between the age of 15 and 49 has experienced FGM. The prevalence of FGM within the country varies from one region to the other. Ethiopia has 82 ethnic groups where 66 of them are the largest ethnic groups. Out of the largest groups, studies indicated that over half of them practice FGM. In some regions such as the Somali region, the prevalence rate reach from 97 percent up to 100 percent. Out of the largest ethnic groups within the country, the Oromo, Amhara, Somali and Tigray regions are the major ethnic groups that FGM is widely practiced.

In Ethiopia, the role of religion regarding the practice of FGM is complex and most of the time are assimilated to ethnicity. FGM is widely practiced by both followers of the two major religions, i.e. Christianity and Islam. Studies shows that the Muslim community tend to practice FGM more than the Christian community where it is indicated the prevalence rate among followers of Islam is 65.1 percent and 45 percent is recorded among followers of Christianity.

FGM, usually performed by women though men sometimes can also participate in female circumcision. The Women who carried out the circumcision are usually traditional birth attendant who has acquired experiences from other women. The instruments often times employed for mutilation is unclean, non sterilized and backward. Materials such as kitchen knife,
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razor-blade, a piece of glass are the instrument often employed which increase the vulnerability of the girl for various blood transmitted diseases such as HIV.218

Although in Ethiopia, FGM is largely carried out by traditional health attendants, according a survey conducted within the capital city of the country (Addis Ababa), southern and eastern parts of the country by 2011, indicated that more than 20 percent of girls who were under gone through FGM were carried out by health workers. 10 percent of women who has experienced FGM both in southern and eastern parts of the country was performed by health workers. Despite the carrying out of FGM by professional health workers decreases the negative impact of it, it has the potential to give a message for the society that it is acceptable traditional practice and put a hurdle against the efforts towards the eradication of FGM. In addition, the fact that FGM is carried out by health workers does not in any way prevent the long lasting consequences of FGM.219

FGM has the potential to cause the physical and Psychological well being of the girls/women which may stay for short or longer period of time. Hemorrhage infection and acute pain are the short term impact of FGM. Infertility as a result of infection, difficulty during child delivery and other similar effects are the long term impact of FGM. The life loss of the girl might occur as a result of deep cut or other complication because the circumcision was performed by untrained personnel. Using the traditional medicine may also cause other infections which might result to tetanus and septicemia.220 The long term psychological and emotional harm that FGM can cause on the victim shouldn't be underestimated. It has the possibility to affect future relationships and motherhood in general.221

Regarding the implication of FGM, as WHO rightly put it, "it reflects deep-rooted inequality between the sexes, and constitutes an extreme form of discrimination against women. It is nearly always carried out on minors and is a violation of the rights of children. The practice also violates a person's rights to health, security and physical integrity, the right to be free from torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment, and the right to life when the procedure results in death."222 With regard to state's obligation on FGM, CEDAW committee on its recommendation no 14 recommended state parties to take all effective measures to eradicate female circumcision including framing appropriate health policy strategies to abolish FGM in health care services such as by providing training to medical personnel and traditional birth attendants about the impact of female circumcision.223 On the other hand, the UN committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights while interpreting article 12 of ICESR(The right to the
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highest attainable standard of health) indicated that states have an obligation to take effective measures to abolish harmful traditional practices such as FGM that affect the health and well being of children and girls. Moreover, the committee indicated that state has a duty to protect women from individuals that put pressure and force women to participate in such harmful traditional practices. The UN general assembly as well as the commission on the status of women in their respective resolution urged state parties to take meaningful and effective measures towards the eradication of female circumcision. Furthermore, the protocol to the African charter on human and people's right on the right of women in Africa specifically prohibits the practice of FGM by stating that "States Parties shall prohibit and condemn all forms of harmful practices which negatively affect the human rights of women and which are contrary to recognized international standards. States Parties shall take all necessary legislative and other measures to eliminate such practices." The protocol to the African charter on the rights and welfare of the child also put obligation on state parties to eradicate the harmful traditional practices that can hinder the welfare, dignity, normal growth and development of the child. The protocol further stressed on states' responsibility to exert an effort towards the eradication of traditional and customary practices that promote discrimination against children on the basis of gender.

The previous penal code of Ethiopia which was adopted in 1960 has not specifically prohibited FGM though there was a provision dealing with the prohibition of torture and cutting of the body parts of a human being. The 1995 of the FDRE constitution on the other hand, under article 35 incorporated the protection of women from harmful traditional practices that has a consequence of body and mental harm against women. The 224 criminal code of Ethiopia which was adopted in 2004 specifically dealt with bodily harm caused by harmful traditional practices by stating that "Whoever, apart from the circumstances specified in this Chapter, inflicts upon another bodily injury or mental impairment through a harmful traditional practice known for its inhumanity and ascertained to be harmful by the medical profession, shall, according to the circumstances of the case, be liable to one of the penalties prescribed under the provisions ........" The commission of such harm to a body of an individual is punishable from 3 months
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up to 5 years depending on the circumstances of the case. In cases where the harmful traditional practice causes serious physical as well as other types of health injury, the penal code makes it punishable with rigorous imprisonment from 5 to 10 years.

3.3 Early Marriage

Early marriage is referred to as “any marriage carried out below the age of 18 years, before the girl is physically, physiologically, and psychologically ready to shoulder the responsibilities of marriage and childbearing.” The CEDAW committee while addressing the issue of equality of marriage under its general recommendation number 21 prohibits marriage between spouses below the age of 18. The prohibition is for both male and female. It is considered that the age of 18 as the least age for young people to have full maturity and capacity to act. Although a girl might be sexually mature at early age, she might not be physically and mentally ready to conceive and give birth to a child. Moreover, a child girl cannot be psychologically ready to take responsibilities as a wife and as well as being a mother. Early marriage is considered as forced marriage or as a violation of the right of the girl mainly because the girl because of her early age and maturity cannot give full and free consent. The influence of family, culture and lack of knowledge on the effect of the marriage might have greater impact on her decisions in addition to her age.

Ethiopia is considered as a country where child marriage crises is prevalent in recent world. A study conducted by a national committee on harmful traditional practices of Ethiopia indicated that the average percent of girls who marry before they attain the age of 18 reach up to 57 percent. Even though the practice is common in many parts of the country, studies shows that the situation is worse in the northern parts of the country where the minimum marriageable age of a girl goes down as lowest as the age of eight or nine. Sometimes parents promise to give their daughter to a man as soon as they gave birth to a baby girl. The highest percentage of early marriage is recorded in Amhara and Tigray region where it reach up to 82 and 79 percent respectively. The prevalence rate is also quiet high in Benishangul, Gambella, and Afar regions of the country where more than 50 percent of marriage is concluded at early age. A study conducted by population Council in two werdas with in the Amhara region indicated that 14 percent of women were married before they attain the age of 10 and 39 percent of them were married before they attain the age of 15. And more than 50 percent of them were married before the age of 18.

In the same part of the country, the situation even goes to the extent that a one
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year baby girl can get engaged to be married. In general, child marriage is quite common in the country that a hospital is built up in the capital city, Addis Ababa to treat patients with the health problem of "obstetric fistula,"\(^{236}\)

The type of early marriage in Ethiopia can take various forms. This include promissory marriage where the parents of the young girl promise to give their daughter to a man to marry her. This is done while the girl is still at the stage of infancy or immediately after her birth date. The other type of marriage is a child marriage where child girls under the age of 10 are given to a man for marriage. Adolescent marriage also existed where the girl with the age of 10 to 15 are wedded. Often times the girl will be taken to her family in laws house immediately after the wedding while in some other cases the girl will stay until she is mature enough to live with her husband. All most in all cases there is a wide age gap between the husband and his young wife.\(^{237}\) Among from the child girls who has married at their early age, most of them are forced to get into the union, others are not mature enough to give free and informed consent. Most of the time the consent is given by some other people on behalf of the young girl. For this reason, child marriage can be considered as forced marriage since it has the potential to deny the girls right to choose their future husbands. Most of the time the girls are under pressure to marry a man much older than them by their parents, relatives, friends and local elders.\(^{238}\) Researches indicated that more than 50 percent of married women were forced into marriage. Parents are found to choose the husband and arrange the marriage by 88 percent. More than half of the married women didn't informed about their weeding until the decision is made and more than 72 percent of them were not asked their consent. Worse, more than 75 percent of women didn't know the groom before the wedding date.\(^{239}\)

In addition to the existence of national laws that reflect gender inequality and social norms, there are several reasons for the practice of child marriage. First, even if there are laws that prohibit the practice of early marriage, the practice of exercising and power control of men in the day to day life limit the right of women to control and lead their own life. It also limit women's participation in the community and household activities. In most societies, norms and traditions give higher values for boys than girls. The lesser attitudes towards girls by a community prevent parents from providing equal attention and invest in their daughters equally with their sons. Moreover, the value and the attention would shift when the girl reach the age of puberty. Child marriage usually considered as a practice to protect the girl from sexual intercourse before

\(^{236}\) Guday Emirie, 'Early Marriage and its Effects on Girls' Education in Rural Ethiopia:' The case of Mecha Wreda in West Gojjam, North Western Ethiopia, Doctorial Dissertation, Faculty of Social Sciences, George-August, University of Goettingen, June (2005), P 45.
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marriage and as a mechanism to protect her from sexual harassment and violence. In such instances, the duty to protect the girl would be transferred to the husband.\textsuperscript{240}

Secondly, strengthening family ties is the other reason for the practice of early marriage. In most African countries child marriage is meant to strengthen family ties, ethnic and community relationship as well as to protect transfer properties and lands. Sometimes it is even made to settle disputes. In such kind of situations, the girls' interest wouldn't be a point of discussion at all hence they are viewed as properties or commodities. In most communities, the husband is suppose to wait until the girl reach the age of adolescence. However, in reality, most husbands convince or forced girls to have sexual intercourse without waiting her adolescence.\textsuperscript{241}

Third, poverty is also the reason for early marriage. Many parents believe that it is for the best interest of their daughter at the earliest age possible. However, economic reason also the other reason where parents chose to give their daughter for marriage at her early age. Studies shows that in communities where child marriage is widely practiced, there is a chance that girls are viewed as burden to the family and society as well as a commodity meant to secure future wealth or as a means of settling debts or strengthening social and economic ties.\textsuperscript{242}In sub-Saharan African countries, parents choose to give away their daughters for marriage to get bridal prices or financial help from the family of the husband. Men who don't have the financial means to pay the bridal prices, choose to abduct and rape the girl in order to ensure that the girl belongs to him. The main policy challenges for state authorities in such situation are to create economic opportunities for members of the communities so that they don't depend on the practice of early marriage as a means of survival.

Fourth, cultural norms and traditions also play a significant role for the practice of early marriage. Parents are expected to follow the rules of the custom and confirm traditional norms where child marriage is a norm. Otherwise, it is very likely that there will be disregard and disapproval including shame from members of the community. The community perception about the ideal age of marriage, the desire and positive attitudes about submissive wives or bridal price also has huge places in local customs and religious norms. Child marriage most of the time ensures the continual existence of patriarchy and men's power based control over family structures through the transfer of protecting the girl from her father to her husband. The life of rural women are most of the time controlled and ruled by customary norms rather than existing national legislations. That is why using religious norms and traditions as a justification for early marriage need urgent political commitment and strategies in collaboration with cultural and religious institutions.\textsuperscript{243}

Fifth, child marriage could be practiced as means of security. Young girls' vulnerability would increase during humanitarian crises such as famine and conflicts where society disrupts and appropriate state machineries are not fully functional. In such situations,
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family of the girl would choose for marriage arrangements as a protective mechanism or as a means of financial support.\footnote{244 United Nations Population Fund, cited above at note 242, P.12.}

Early marriage has various impacts on the development and well being of the girl. It brings the girl childhood and adolescence to an end in unnatural and unhealthy way. The role of a wife and a motherhood, unwilling separation of her from family and friends would also have a psychological impact.\footnote{245 I'd, P.11.} Early marriage also has its own various negative impacts on the physical health and well being of the girl child. The majority of girls do not have information about reproductive health services and most of time they would exposed to sexual intercourse. Such situation leads them to get pregnant before they physically and mentally ready for it which would possibly increase their vulnerability for fistula. Worse, early pregnancy increases the rate of mortality of young women. Researches indicated that mortality rate of young pregnant girls below the age of 15 is five times higher than those pregnant women beyond the age of 20.\footnote{246 International Planned Parenthood Federation, Cited above at note 243, P.11.} The mortality of younger mothers' babies is also twice higher than the normal women. The other side effect of early marriage is that, it increases vulnerability to HIV. Once a girl is married, it is unlikely to refuse safe sexual intercourse mainly because most of the time the husbands are older and have the power to influence and coerce the girl to have unsafe intercourse. The girl might lack knowledge about the advantage of having a safe intercourse. Even though the girl has the knowledge, because of traditional norms and customs, she may not have equal power to decide about it. Moreover, pressure from the community to get pregnant and have children increase the vulnerability of the girl towards sexually transmitted diseases.\footnote{247 I'd, P.12.}

The continual education of the girl would also be at risk when a girl is married at the early age. Recent researches indicated that dropping out of young girls from school because of early marriage outweigh the number of girls drop out because of poverty.\footnote{248 United Nations Population Fund, cited above at note 244.} In most rural communities, activities outside home such as education and employment considered as irrelevant and undesirable mainly because the role of women is attached to house hold activities as a mother and a wife. Such kinds of attitudes towards women are more prevalent in rural communities where most of them received little or no education at all. Moreover, women who received little or no education have the tendency to bear children at their early age. This in return has the impact on the way their children would be raised. The children who is raised by their younger and uneducated mother are less likely to attain higher educational level and widen their life opportunities. Studies also revealed that educated women are more likely to use reproductive health services than uneducated women.

Generally, it can be said that early marriage has huge impact on women academic and economic contribution towards the society. Several international human right bodies indicated that child
marriage and pregnancy prevent women from going to school. It is obvious that early marriage because of its impact on the education of women drags the aim to achieve gender equality in the domestic and international level.249

Various international instruments prohibit child marriage directly and indirectly. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights under article 16 require marriage to be entered based on the free and full consent of spouses. Similar requirement is also envisaged under article 16 of CEDAW which provides that "States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women in all matters relating to marriage and family relations and in particular shall ensure, on a basis of equality of men and women: (a) The same right to enter into marriage; (b) The same right freely to choose a spouse and to enter into marriage only with their free and full consent."250 CEDAW not only requires marriage to be entered based on the free and full consent of spouses, but also child marriage not to have any kind of legal effect by requiring states to amend their legislations by setting minimum age for marriage and issuance of marriage registrations and certificates.251 On the other hand, the Convention on the Right of a child lists down important children rights including their right to participate in the social and economic life as well as the right to be free from harmful traditional practices such as FGM and early marriage.252 The African charter on the rights and welfare of the child is also prohibit marriage below the age of 18 by stating that "Child marriage and the betrothal of girls and boys shall be prohibited and effective action, including legislation, shall be taken to specify the minimum age of marriage to be 18 years and make registration of all marriages in an official registry compulsory."253 The protocol on the rights of women in Africa also acknowledged the minimum age for marriage able age to be 18.254

The revised family code of Ethiopia specifically prohibited marriage between spouses below the age of 18.255 However, an exception to such prohibition can also be found in the family code which reduced the age of marriageable age from 18 to 16. In this regard, the code provides that "... the Minister of Justice may, on the application of the future spouses, or the parents or guardian of one of them, for serious cause, grant dispensation of not more than two years."256 The family code also provided that consent of the spouses is an essential condition for marriage
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by stating that "A valid marriage shall take place only when the spouses have given their free and full consent."\textsuperscript{257}

The legal effect of conclusion of marriage below the age of 18 is also included under the family code. It is clearly stated that the marriage is voidable and shall be dissolved on the application of interested person or a public prosecutor.\textsuperscript{258} However, it is also provided that the marriage shall not be dissolved if the required minimum age is satisfied during the application of invalidation.\textsuperscript{259}

Conclusion of child marriage also entail criminal liability in accordance with the revised penal code of Ethiopia. In this regard, under the penal code, it is provided that "Whoever concludes marriage with a minor apart from circumstances permitted by relevant Family Code is punishable with: a) rigorous imprisonment not exceeding three years, where the age of the victim is thirteen years or above; or b) rigorous imprisonment not exceeding seven years, where the age of the victim is below thirteen years."\textsuperscript{260} It is an important step that the revised penal code made child marriage punishable and provide more severe punishment for conclusion of child marriage with a minor below the age of 13. This provision protect girls who even gave their consent to marry since because of their age it is believed that they cannot give their full consent with an understanding of the meaning and concept of marriage.

3.4 Sexual and Reproductive Health Rights

Reproductive health right is defined by WHO as "the basic rights of all couples and individuals to decide freely and responsibility the number, spacing and timing of their children and to have the information and means to do so and the right to attain the highest standard of sexual and reproductive health."\textsuperscript{261} As it is expressed in the international conference on population and development (ICPD) in 1994, the right also include decision in relation to reproduction based on non discrimination and not using various forms of forces.\textsuperscript{262} The major achievements of ICPD is that it recognized the importance of reproductive health services for all individuals including married, unmarried, youth and adolescents. ICPD on its program of action urges primary health services to include family planning, Prevention and appropriate treatment of infertility, antenatal, safe delivery and post natal care, prevention of abortion and management of the consequences of abortion, treatment of reproductive tract infections, information, education and counseling as appropriate on human sexuality and reproductive health, Prevention, care and treatment of sexuality transmitted diseases and HIV AIDS, prevention and Surveillance of violence against women, care for survivors of violence and other actions to eliminate traditional harmful practices.
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including FGM.\textsuperscript{263} In addition, the 1995 Beijing conference recognized that apart from the lack of information and health services, discriminatory social and cultural structures within the societies are the major reasons that hinder people from having reproductive and sexual health services. For this reason, efforts in providing sexual and health services should be accompanied by tackling the social and cultural structures built on gender inequality and discrimination.\textsuperscript{264} The right to access information also helps individuals to reach at a free and informed decision regarding their sexual and reproductive health issues.\textsuperscript{265}

Though Ethiopia has made improvements in the area of women's health, lack of reproductive and maternal health cares, continued to run the life of young women by causing maternal injury and death. The causes of maternal injury and death are usually associated with child birth without the assistance of professional health assistant, unsafe abortion, and gender inequality as a result of harmful traditional practices such as FGM and child marriage.\textsuperscript{266} Researches indicated that there is high fertility rate in Ethiopia as a result of exposure to first intercourse during early age particularly those who live in the rural parts of the country. In general, studies shows that women experience first intercourse at a much younger age compare to men. The use of contraceptive methods by women particularly who lives in the rural parts of the country is critically low. Factors such as women's self image empowerment played a significant role on the use of modern contraceptive methods and on the decision of the number of children they want to have.\textsuperscript{267}

Though studies indicated that the maternal mortality is decreasing from time to time, the maternal death rate is still considerably very high. The maternal death recorded in 2013 is 420 per 100,000 which makes the country one of the highest maternal mortality state within the continent. Mother's delays in emergency obstetric care, lack of health facilities, unable to use family planning, closely spaced births, shortage of birth attendants and poor postnatal care are regarded as the main factors for such high level of mortality rate within the country.\textsuperscript{268} In addition to these factors, abortion and HIV infection are other major causes for the high rate of maternal death. Abortion in Ethiopia is a criminal offence save in cases where the continual existence of the fetus affect the physical and mental health of the mother. As a result, women choose to undergo through illegal and unsafe abortion. HIV infections is also affecting more women than men. The prevalence rate of HIV infection among married women is also twice higher than those who are unmarried.\textsuperscript{269} Furthermore, as we have seen in earlier headings, continual existence of
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harmful traditional practices such as child marriage and FGM has contributed the maternal injury and death within the country.\textsuperscript{270}

Under international law, states have a duty to provide appropriate sexual and reproductive health care to its citizens. The CEDAW convention in this regard provide that "States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women in the field of health care in order to ensure, on a basis of equality of men and women, access to health care services, including those related to family planning."\textsuperscript{271} The convention further put obligation on states to provide the necessary health care for women during pregnancy, delivery and postnatal time.\textsuperscript{272} CEDAW committee on its general recommendation no 14 regarding article 12 of the convention, indicated that access to health care including reproductive and sexual health care are the basic rights enshrined under CEDAW.\textsuperscript{273} The committee further stated that states have an obligation to eradicate gender based discrimination against women in health care services including reproductive health care such as family planning, pregnancy, confinement and during the postnatal period.\textsuperscript{274} Along with the biological health status difference between men and women, the committee recognized that there are social factors that lead to the health status difference between men and women sometimes even among women themselves. For this reason, the committee recognized state parties to give particular attention to the health care of vulnerable and disadvantage group of women such as migrant women, refugee and displaced women, child girls, older women, sex workers, as well as women with physical and mental health problems.\textsuperscript{275} According to the committee, states have obligation to eliminate barriers that hinder women from accessing health services such as distance of the health care services, available means of public transportation and affordability of fees to access the health care services.\textsuperscript{276} The committee also noted that the full realization of the right of women can only be achieved when states fulfilled their international obligation to respect, protect and promote the fundamental human rights of women.\textsuperscript{277}

On the other hand, the committee on social, economic and cultural rights on its general recommendation regarding the right to maternal, child and reproductive health rights enshrined under article 12.2 of the convention stated that "The provision for the reduction of the stillbirth rate and of infant mortality and for the healthy development of the child (art. 12.2 (a)) may be understood as requiring measures to improve child and maternal health, sexual and reproductive health services, including access to family planning, pre- and post-natal care, emergency obstetric services and access to information, as well as to resources necessary to act on that information."\textsuperscript{278} The committee also indicated that state should apply gender
mainstreaming in the planning and implementation of the various health program and policies in order to fully promote the health and well being of both men and women. In addition, the committee noted that in order to address discrimination of women in the area of health, there is a need for national mechanisms that promote the health rights of women including ensuring highest standard of health care including sexual and reproductive health areas. In this regard, the committee recommends specific areas that need particular attention. Protection of women from domestic violence as well as lowering mortality rate should be given priority and specific attention. Similar to CEDAW committee, the committee of the CESCR indicated that without tackling barriers of women rights to access health care services, their right to health cannot be fully achieved. Such measures include education and information in all areas of health care services including sexual and reproductive health. The committee further request state parties to eradicate harmful traditional practices and norms that hold women from exercising their sexual and reproductive health rights. On the other hand, the UN human right committee addresses sexual rights of women in its general recommendation dealing with equality of men and women enshrined under article 3 of ICCPR. The committee stated that laws that impose greater penalty against women than men in offences such as adultery and other related offences is a violation of article 3 of the covenant.

During the ICPD conference states agreed to ensure sexual and reproductive health care universally until 2015. States also reached at consensus that sexually reproductive health rights are human rights which is part of the international commitment towards sustainable development, gender equality and women's empowerment. Despite the fact that universal sexual and reproductive health rights is not expressly dealt in the millennium development goals, there is an agreement between members of the international community that the goals cannot be achieved without ensuring such right. There is also an understanding that poverty reduction, gender equality and reproductive health rights are supplement and interrelated to each other which have long lasting positive contribution to the development of states.

Ethiopia has endorsed the minimum development goals which was enacted in 2000 that states committed to take actions in accordance with specific targets. Increasing the number of girls in education and reducing maternal mortality ratio was part of such commitment. In order to fulfill its international obligations, the government of Ethiopia took various legislative measures to ensure sexual and reproductive health rights of women. In this regard, the constitution of Ethiopia provides that "To prevent harm arising from pregnancy and childbirth and in order to safeguard their health, women have the right of access to family planning education, information and capacity." The constitution further entitled women to have maternity leave with pay
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(including paternity leave) to protect the health and well being of both the mother and the child.285

On the other hand, abortion is a criminal offence in Ethiopia. The revised penal code of Ethiopia in this regard provided that "The intentional termination of a pregnancy, at whatever stage or however effected, is punishable according to the following provisions......."286 The law makes it punishable both the mother who intentionally terminated the pregnancy as well as the person who has assisted her to terminate the pregnancy.287 However, abortion is allowed in exceptional circumstances such as if the pregnancy is because of rape or incest, the continuity of the fetus is dangerous for the life of the mother, the fetus has incurable and serious deformity as well as when the mother is physically or mentally unfit to carry the fetus.288 Several arguments can be raised in relation to making abortion illegal, particularly the unsettled issue of whether or not a fetus should have a human right or not as well as the issue of when life begins. Since the issue is outside the scope this paper, the writer of this paper chose not to deal with such issue. However, making abortion illegal is the cause for the death of several young women in the country mainly because they choose to undergone through unsafe abortion hence they can no longer get access to the legal and safest option of abortion save in exceptional circumstances as we saw earlier.

Gaps related to the legislations and judiciary system as well as practical problems related to enforcement of the rights will be discussed on the next chapter.
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4. Enforcement of the Rights
4.1 Major gaps on the National Law and Enforcement of the Rights

Despite the fact that Ethiopia took various forms of legislative measures, as we have seen earlier, the practical situation of Ethiopia indicated that violence against women is still continue to be a huge problem and it is becoming beyond the expectation of the 21st century.\(^{289}\) The case of Kamilat Medhi\(^ {290}\) (who was a victim of acid attack on her face and neck on March 2007, as a result her face is disfigured and currently undergoing through several surgery in pairs) and Aberash Hailay\(^ {291}\) (A flight attendant who lost her eyes because they are stabbed with a sharp knife by her ex husband in 2011), are good examples out of the various domestic violence against women cases which indicate the horrifying experience that numbers of women in the country are going through. Women were and still are being subjected to various forms of physical as well as emotional violence without their voice are being heard and getting the necessary protection as a valuable and important citizens of the country.\(^ {292}\)

Even the Legislative measure is far from being perfect. Absence of civil remedies for victims of domestic violence is the major gap within the legal frame work. There is no specific provision that provide women who are victims of domestic violence such as the right to obtain protection order, monetary compensation, custody order, residence order as well as benefits including shelter and medical benefits. In addition, the revised penal code of 2004 has critical short comings such as failure to provide comprehensive definition and scope of domestic violence as it is prescribed under CEDAW and the protocol on the right of women in Africa. The provisions dealing with domestic violence narrowed since it is meant to be applied within the context of marriage and irregular union. The cross reference provisions made to ordinary crimes committed against the physical and psychological well being of individuals in general to determine the offence and its punishment has the effect of complicating things during the production of evidence mainly because it failed to take the unique nature of the crime of domestic violence against women. Furthermore, the acts that constitute domestic violence failed to encompass all forms of domestic violence such as economic abuse or deprivation. Failure to provide institutional mechanism for protection, report and control of domestic violence is the other major gap within the legal frame work.\(^ {293}\)

The CEDAW committee on its concluding observation on Ethiopia stated that Violence against women including sexual violence are under reported because of lack of awareness about the
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existing laws, victim's lack of trust against the legal system and cultural taboos.  

The unique nature of domestic violence which is usually committed within the context of relationship, the victim is most of the time vulnerable for further attack and dependent on the perpetrator requires more than a mere recognition of the right and providing lists of domestic violence.

With regard to sexual violence against women, non criminalization of marital rape is the major gap within the 2004 penal code. In this regard, the CEDAW committee on its concluding observation expresses its concern and recommends the state to amend its criminal code and make marital rape punishable. Despite the legal measures taken by Ethiopian government, sexual violence against women including rape, abduction and sexual violence has still persisted in a horrifying manner. The case of Hanna Langano, a 16 years old girl, who was abducted while she is coming from school, gang raped and left for dead in 1st November 2014 could be atypical example in this regard which can represent the untold stories of several young girls who were abducted, raped or sexual abused.

The problem of putting the law into practice is regarded as the major problem and kept the function of the law only to be "a tiger on a paper." criminalizing sexual violence is not enough by itself though it is regarded as the first step to eradicate the problem. In fact the role that can be played by NGOs and religious institutions on raising awareness and enforcement of the law cannot be undermined.

In addition, taking a longer period of time to adopt a national strategy to combat violence against women by the government, failure to provide rehabilitation assistance and absence of aggregated data regarding the prosecution and conviction of offences committed in relation to violence against women are also identified as the major problems towards the implementation of the rights in accordance with international standards.

In addition to the problem of law enforcement, blaming the victim or the perpetrator do not bring a long lasting solution. Rather it requires understanding of the problem and understanding that the solution is within the society itself. Investing on girls to empower them and involving them in every aspect of decision making process could be one important solution. Government should also give the necessary attention on empowerment of women and gender equality in its social,
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political and economical policies. Parent should also teach their sons not to be violent as they exert an effort on teaching their daughters about safety.  

In general, Eradication of violence against women requires understanding of the real problem. There are only few researches conducted on the situation of violence against women in Ethiopia (which some of them lacks depth). The root causes and consequences of violence against women should be critically examined and studied. Research institutions, government and non government organizations including civil societies need to exert their maximum effort in order to come up with appropriate and long lasting solution.  

With regard to FGM, the punishment for the commission provided under the penal code is not enough compare to the negative impact that can potentially cause to young girls within the country. As we have seen in chapter three, the punishment provided under the penal code is 3 months to five years of imprisonment. It is only when the act cause serious health injury against the girl that the punishment goes from 5 years to 10 years of imprisonment. In this regard the CEDAW committee on its concluding observation indicated that ".....the penalties for female genital mutilation stipulated in articles 561-563, 567,569 and 570 of the criminal code are too lenient."  

Despite the existence of a law that punish the practice of FGM, the level of law enforcement is far way from being strong enough to protect the interest of the victim and ensure the punishment of perpetrators as it is prescribed by the law. For this reason, the law lost its sense its function of deterrence for the commission of further similar harmful traditional practice. The CEDAW committee also expressed its concern by stating that ".....However, while nothing that female genital mutilation is declining among younger women and in urban areas, the committee notes with concern that it remains highly prevalent in rural and pastoralist areas with the highest rates in Afar 91.6 percent and Somali 97 percent..." 

The main reason is that the practice of FGM in Ethiopia is deeply rooted in the culture, tradition and custom of the society and made it difficult to bring the intended attitudinal change. Despite the knowledge of the adverse effect of FGM by some of the community members in certain parts of the country, due to the social and peer pressure among girls and women, the practice is still persisted. In order to fight such challenge, a strategy to abandon FGM was employed by UNICEF through community conversation on the basis of social convention theory. The challenge here is to convince every family within the community about the adverse effect of FGM within a specific time schedule. In one of the community conversation conducted in the
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Somali region could be a typical instance to show such challenge. During the community conversation, a girl who is 20 years old who has never experienced FGM shared her thought by stating that "All the girls of my age are married. Only I remain single, because people say that I am open, if I ever have a daughter, I will make sure she is cut and sealed." The attitude of another girl who is 18 years old and undergone through FGM was different. She stated that "Since the time I was cut I kept bleeding all the time. I am afraid of getting married because I will have to be cut again." After the girls shared their stories and attitudes towards FGM, a single man from the community declared his commitment towards the continual existence of FGM by stating that "I do not want a wife who has not been cut at all." Such kinds of community dialogue is quiet important in order to identify the level of the problem and in away shows the challenges on the eradication of harmful traditional practices particularly when it is deeply rooted among the community.

Though there is an increasing attitudinal change among the Ethiopian community about the negative impact of FGM, It is far from reaching the intended result. Apart from ensuring the proper implementation of law, awareness creation among the community about the adverse effect of FGM in cooperation with religious and educational institutions should be given the necessary attention by the concerned governmental authorities including NGOs. Accordingly, the CEDAW committee urges the state to "encourage women and girls to report acts of violence to the competent authorities by continuing to raise awareness about the criminal nature and harmful effects of female genital mutilation and other forms of valence on their health, eradicating the underlying cultural justifications of such violence and practices, destigmatizing victims........" With regard to early marriage, the revised family code has the following major shortcomings. First, as we have seen earlier though marriage below the age of 18 is prohibited, under exceptional circumstance, marriage below the age of 18 is allowed under article 7(2) of the family code. Although this provision is meant to be applied in a very exceptional situation, the provision is exposed to wider interpretation and has the potential to legitimize several under age marriages. Moreover, hence the application could be made by the future spouses, because of their age it is quiet difficult to say that they can come up with informed and right decision about the marriage. The provision also problematic in the sense that the parents of the future spouses can apply marriage to be concluded between minors. In doing so, the rights of the spouses to give their consent about the marriage (which is an essential condition for marriage) will be limited. The spouses may not reject the application made by their parents for various reasons such as they could be under their parents' pressure or because of their age it could be difficult for them to give their full and informed consent. Second, the provision which validate early marriage
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if the minimum age is fulfilled at the time of application of the invalidation is also problematic. Though the family code seems want to protect the already established stable family, to some extent, this provision has the potential to encourage early marriage to be concluded hoping that it will be a legally valid marriage afterwards.

On the other hand, non conformity of regional family laws in line with the federal family law and in line with international instrument is also the other major gaps identified by the CEDAW committee on its concluding observation against Ethiopia. Accordingly, the Committee recommends, not only regional family laws but also customary and religious laws to be amended in away to confirm the rights enshrined under the CEDAW convention and to ensure the revised family law to ensure the equal rights of men and women before, during and after dissolution of marriage.  

With regard to the measures taken by the Ethiopian government, conclusion of early marriage is usually under reported mainly because of lack of trust on government officials and institutions, cultural norms and traditions as well as lack parents' supervisions on economic and sexual matters of the youth. The defective strategies followed by the government are the other major reason for the rural community not takes the new legislation seriously. The campaign against early marriage is ambiguous and lacks clarity in the sense that proper strategies for the implementation of the new law has not put in place. Some even argue that the government took the legislative measures as result of pressure from civic and political organization and it is meant to fulfill other agendas rather than to tackle the problem of early marriage. Furthermore, the campaign against early marriage is not made through creation of awareness and convinces the rural community (particularly in Amhara region where the prevalence of early marriage is high) about the adverse effect of early marriage, as a result, it can be said that the community lost its right to decide on the issue. Furthermore, the expenses for accommodation and transportation for the age assessment is quiet high particularly for economically disadvantaged peasants and it is against the government strategy itself to reduce unnecessary wedding expenditures.

Despite all the above gaps within the law and the strategies followed by the government to abolish the practice of early marriage, the campaign against early marriage has brought several positive impacts by creating awareness and debate among peasants located in various regions about important issues related to early marriage such as individual rights, sexuality, childhood and marital life. Moreover, a report given by the Ethiopian government by 2005 indicated that the practice of early marriage is decreased among the younger generation and the proportion of girls who are marrying below the age of 15 is decreased by 30 percent. Awareness creation among the society about the harmful effect of the practice of early marriage and the legal
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marriageable age through engaging in community discussion should be the main area of focus to tackle the problem form its grass roots.

With regard to sexual and reproductive health rights, though there is an encouraging improvement taken by the government, the high rate of maternal mortality rate and lack of access to family planning services remains to be the challenge. In this regard the CEDAW committee on its concluding observation against Ethiopia expressed its concern by stating that "the Committee remains concerned about: (a) The high maternal mortality rate (470 per 100,000 live births) due to obstetric complications such as fistulae, early pregnancy, unsafe abortion, harmful practices and other factors; CEDAW/C/ETH/CO/6-7 11-44167 13 (b) The low rate of skilled birth attendance (18 per cent) and the shortage of emergency obstetric services, especially in rural areas; (c) Low contraceptive use, exposing women and girls who are often married to older men to risk of early pregnancy and HIV/AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases; (d) The high number of unsafe abortions; (e) The high number of women living with HIV/AIDS, the lack of antiretroviral prophylaxis to prevent mother-to-child transmission, the absence of special prevention programs for high-risk groups such as young women, sex workers and internally displaced persons, and the lack of care and support for orphans and vulnerable girls and boys affected by HIV/AIDS." 312

Accordingly, the committee gave its recommendation that Ethiopia should continue providing training for health workers who are working in relation to maternal health care services, awareness creation about the negative effect of harmful traditional practices and early pregnancy on the health of women as well as to tackle the problem of less number of available health care workers.313

4.2 Gaps within the Justice System

4.2.1 Introduction

Apart from taking appropriate legal measures as well as bringing attitudinal change within the community, the way the national justice system approach issues of violence against women is quiet important to ensure effective implementation of the law. If the justice system is strong and in a way it respond to victim's demand and there would be a high possibility that perpetrators got the appropriate punishment.

The government of Ethiopia is taking various measures to combat violence against women within the country such as through economic empowerment of girls and eradication of harmful traditional practices such as FGM. However, there are several measures that has to be taken regarding how law enforcement institutions such as police departments and the judiciary machineries should handle violence against women cases. Such institutions do not take violence
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against women such as rape cases as serious as other dangerous crimes.\textsuperscript{314} A discussion on the major gaps within the justice system is made below through analysis of selected cases.

### 4.2.2 Selected Cases

When we look at the major gaps during police investigation, apart from the fact that most women who are victims of violence (particularly those who are living in the rural parts of the country) do not know which specific police station is responsible to receive a report in relation to violence against women cases, unnecessary, repeated and longer adjournments for investigation of the cases as well as interrogations by the police officers about the private and personal issues of the victims which are not relevant to the cases are found to be the major problems.\textsuperscript{315} Moreover, the fact that victims are usually requested to produce evidences is also problematic in the sense that some kinds of violence against women such as sexual violence are most of the time committed in the absence of witness and obtaining written documents about the act is quiet difficult. In addition, lack of effective strategy to collected evidences has it is own contribution for evidences produced by police investigators to be weak.\textsuperscript{316} In such situation the public prosecutor might decide not to take the cases before a court of law. Even though he or she took it to court, there is a huge probability of losing the case. Finally, the perpetrators will be left unpunished. The following case law could be a very good instance in this regard.

**The case of Federal Public Prosecutor Vs Abdisa Alemu,\textsuperscript{317}**

#### Facts of the case

The defendant is accused of abducting and raping a young girl by violating the penal code provisions of article 587(1) and article 620(1). The crime is allegedly committed against a 19 years old girl on 24 February 2013 evening while she went out from home to fetch water with her brothers. The defendant is accused of abducting her by threatening and with the intention of marrying her. After her abduction, he took her to another person's place and raped her repeatedly. The victim further stated that he tried to convince her to sign a paper which stated that she wants to marry him.

The defendant in his statement of defense argued that he admitted that he had sexual intercourse with the victim however, he argued that she had intercourse with him with her own free will. The defendant also produced an evidence of traditional marriage certificate concluded between the applicant and the accused.
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Decision and reasoning of the Court

The court dismissed the case presented against the defendant for lack of evidences for the commission of the crime by the defendant. The court on its reasoning stated that statements of the applicant and the witness presented on behalf of the victim indicated that the applicant went with the accused by her own free will and there is no evidence produced by the public prosecutor that the defendant abducted the applicant. With regard to the alleged rape, the court stated that the evidence produced by the public prosecutor and the medical proof shows only the applicant had sexual intercourse and the defendant already accepted that he had intercourse with the applicant. However, according to the court, there is no evidence produced by the public prosecutor that the sexual intercourse is made against the free will of the applicant. In fact the court found the marriage certificate presented by the defendant inadmissible since the marriage is concluded after the commission of the act. As a result, since the public prosecutor unable to proof the commission of the alleged abduction and rape by the defendant beyond reasonable doubt, the court held the accused not guilty of the crimes he was accused of.

This case is a perfect example of how it is difficult to proof commission of a crime related to sexual violence against women. From the circumstances of the case, it is difficult for the court to pass verdict without the production of sufficient evidence by the public prosecutor and police investigators. However, it has to be emphasized that such loopholes open the door for perpetrators not to be punished for their criminal acts. In addition, the fact that most sexual violence against women are usually committed behind the curtain, it has the potential to destroy the whole concept of punishing perpetrators for lack of evidence and the law lose its concept of deterrence. A different approach during police investigation as well as during collection of evidences by the public prosecutor is needed in order to fill such gaps.

The other problem is related to the prosecutor failure to charge the perpetrator with the appropriate offence as it is stated under the penal code. This is usually done as result of negligence or lack of awareness from the part of the prosecutor. This has negative connotation on the final result when the courts give the final judgment on the issue particularly if the perpetrator is charged with a lesser criminal offence than he or she was supposed to be charged with.

The case of Federal Public Prosecutor Vs Kassa Tassew\(^\text{318}\) is a good example to show such scenario

Facts of the case

The defendant is accused of commission of rape against a 14 years child girl on 24 July, 2013. The accused brought the victim from Amahara region (Northern part of the country) through

\(^{318}\)The case of Federal Public Prosecutor Vs Kassa Tassew, Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, First instance court, Lideta criminal bench, File no 208493, 29 Nov 2015.
marriage and by promising to her parents that he will educate her and take care of her until she attain the age of 18 years. However, he is accused of having sexual intercourse with the victim immediately after he brought her from her parents' house.

The defendant in his statement of defense during police investigation stated that he has married her and had sexual intercourse with her at his house. However, in his statement of defense that he gave before the court denied that he had sexual intercourse with the victim.

**Decision and reasoning of the court**

The court after listening arguments and evidences produced by both parties, held that the defendant is found to be in violation of article 626(1) (Performing sexual intercourse with a minor). The court didn't accept the public prosecutor allegation that the defendant action should fall within the ambit of article 625(4) (the victim is dependant or subordinate to the defendant) on the ground that the relationship the victim had with the accused is a spousal relationship than a tutor-minor relationship. Accordingly, the court decided the defendant to be punished for 2 years and 9 months rigorous imprisonment.

When we look at the case, it is difficult to conclude that justice is served to the defendant and the law is applied to deter the commission of similar crimes against young girls. Basically, two critical problems are apparent in relation to charges presented against the perpetrator as well as on the decision of the court itself. Firstly, the public prosecutor could have charged the defendant for conclusion of a marriage with a minor in addition to rape. The medical examination result presented to the court indicated that the victim is 14 years old. The conclusion of marriage has not denied by both parties and such action is clearly prohibited under the criminal code. The prosecutor failure to charge the defendant for conclusion of early marriage with a minor, left the perpetrator not to be punished for his action. Secondly, the court reasoning for the criminal charge not to fall within the ambit of article 626(4) of the criminal code seems unreasonable. Article 626(4) of the criminal code provides that "Where the victim is the pupil, apprentice, domestic servant or ward of the criminal, or a child entrusted to his custody or care, or in any other way directly dependent upon or subordinate to him, the punishment shall be: a) with rigorous imprisonment from five years to twenty years in respect of the crime specified in sub-article." The court on its reasoning stated that the relationship between the victim and the defendant cannot be said that the victim is dependent on the accused mainly because they have spousal relationship. However, from the facts of the case it is understandable that her parents gave him to take care of her and provide her custody until she reaches at the age of 18. Moreover, whether it was her interest to enter to spousal relationship or not was not raised by the prosecutor as well as by the court. Besides, even if it is said to be that she gave her consent to enter to a marriage, as far as the law is concerned, because of her age it cannot be said that she was in spousal relationship with the accused. Most importantly, the phrase "or in any other way
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directly dependent upon or subordinate" under article 626(4) is an indication of the legislature intention of allowing courts to follow a wider method of interpretation depending on the circumstances of the case. On the case at hand, the victim is clearly dependent on the accused not only financially but also physically and emotionally because of her age. In this regard, the court could have followed a wider interpretation approach and there was a possibility that the violation could have fall within the ambit of article 626(4) and the years of rigorous imprisonment could have been between five to twenty years.

Apart from the problem arises from police investigators and public prosecutors, because of lack of awareness about the causes and consequences of sexual violence, parents and families of the victim woman tend to hid or punish their daughters mainly because they want to avoid shame and social isolation from the community. Even if most of the time it is very difficult to come across with important evidences in rape cases, when there happens to be found concrete evidences, the family members of the victim do not want the perpetrators to be punished to protect their social standing. This shows how the society is weak to face the problem of sexual violence and fight for it until it is eradicated. Most of the time, the victims also lose the confidence or would be shy to give there statement to police investigators about the violent act commit against themselves. This is mainly as a result of the social and cultural attitudes towards the victims as well as the psychological and emotional problem that they encountered as a result of the violent act.

When we see the major gaps within the judiciary system, there are instances where courts release the perpetrators while sufficient evidences are presented to them or punish them with the lesser degree of punishment provided under the law. This is mainly as a result of ignorance or failure to follow gender sensitive approach while dealing with the cases.

The case of Federal Public Prosecutor Vs Andinet Alemayhu, could be cited as a very good instance in this regard.

Facts of the case

The defendant is accused of having a sexual intercourse with a minor girl and incest. The accused is allegedly committed the crime on his 14 years younger sister for the first time on July, 2013 and continued to have sexual intercourse with her repeatedly. As a result, the victim is found to be pregnant.

The defendant denied that he committed the crime though while he was giving his statement during the police investigation admitted that he used to have sexual intercourse with the victim
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repeatedly and he didn't told her to undergone through abortion because it could be dangerous for her well being.

Evidences produced from Gandhi memorial hospital indicated that the victim is pregnant. Moreover, DNA medical laboratory result presented from Aresho Medical Laboratory indicated that the accused is the father of the newly born child.

**Decision and reasoning of the Court**

The court on its previous session, dismissed the crime of incest presented against the accused by stating that punishing the accused alone for such crime is against article 25 of the constitution (right to equality) and article 4 criminal code of Ethiopia (Equality before the law). Regarding the first crime that the defendant is accused of (having sexual intercourse with a minor), the court on 5th December 2015, found the defendant guilty as indicated under article 626(1) in conjunction with article 628(a). Accordingly, the court held the defendant to be punished for eleven years of rigorous imprisonment.

This case is an indication of the fact that how women in Ethiopia particularly young girls are living in a great risk. As we have seen in the case, the situation sometimes goes to the extent that a girl cannot even trust her brother and count on him that he can be there to protect her in patriarchal society.

When we look at the decision of the court, the reason given by the court to dismiss the prosecutor allegation against the defendant for the crime of incest seems not convincing. The court tried to link its reasoning with the concept of "equality before the law" as it is stated under the constitution and penal code of Ethiopia. In fact, the case has nothing to do with discrimination and equality before the law for the following main reasons. First, the court forgot the fact of the case where the crime is committed against a minor who do not understand the cause and the consequence of the act. The law always put higher obligations on an adult than a minor. That is why the law expressly forbids engaging in a sexual intercourse with a minor even when consent is given by the minor. Second, as far as the writer of this paper acknowledge, there is no law which prohibit punishing a perpetrator for the crime of incest unless all participants of the crime is convicted. Third, the court confused a procedural law concept(due process of the law) with a substantive law (whether or not the accused violate a provision under the penal code which is a crime of incest on the case at hand).

Regarding the punishment for having sexual intercourse with a minor, article 626(1)of the criminal code provides that having sexual intercourse with a young girl with the age of between thirteen and eighteen, is punishable with three years to fifteen years of rigorous imprisonment. On the other hand, when the victims became pregnant, article 628(a) stipulates that the rigorous imprisonment should be five years to twenty five years. Thus, the case at hand, the minimum years of imprisonment is five years and the maximum years of imprisonment is twenty five years. The court in this case as well didn't provide the maximum years of imprisonment though
punishing the perpetrator for more than 10 years has the capacity to send a message to the society in general that perpetrators could also be punished for their wrong action against violation of the rights of women. There were also several instances where the courts let perpetrators free after they have committed violence against women. The recent famous case of Woinshet Zebene Negash, who was abducted and raped by a man who wants to marry her with his collaborators could be a good example in this regard. The courts including the Supreme Court let the perpetrators to be released by stating that the victim gave her consent to marry the abductor though the victim repeatedly stated that she gave her consent to him because she was abducted and threatened by the abductor. Finally, with the help of international NGOs she took the case to the African Human right commission and the commission decided the Ethiopian government found to be in violation of the African charter on human and peoples' rights on the ground that the government is failed to provide a "decent system of justice" and decided to pay 150,000 USD. The commission further urges the country to take appropriate measures to tackle the problem of marriage by abduction and rape.\textsuperscript{323}

The victim received justice after 15 years of the commission of the offence. Had it not been the victim's strength and the effort made by her representative NGO, there was a huge probability that the victim might decide to drop out the case as a result of the unnecessary adjournments provided by courts and the threat from the abductor. Moreover, because of repeated threat she flees out of her country.\textsuperscript{324} Her story is an indication of the fact that enforcement of one's right is quiet difficult (even when there existed a perfect national legislation). It requires time, energy, patience and third parties such as NGOs who are willing to support and represent the victim before a court of law.

The revised federal Supreme Court sentencing guideline number 2/2013 is also problematic in the sense that the status and level given to criminal offences related to violence against women most often do not allow courts to apply the maximum punishment provided under the criminal code of Ethiopia.\textsuperscript{325} As a result, perpetrators would be punished with a lesser number of imprisonments than they were supposed to be punished in accordance with penal code.


\textsuperscript{325} Interview with Mulusew Deres, Cited above at note 321.
The Case of Federal Public prosecutor V. Serawit Denke\textsuperscript{326}, shows one of such instances.

\textbf{Facts of the case}

The defendant is a married man who has two children is accused of having a sexual intercourse with a 13 years old girl on 23 September 2014 evening, by threatening and forcing her to consume traditional alcohol drink. The victim was working as a house made for the family of the accused. The public prosecutor produced witness and documented evidences in support of her allegation.

The defendant argued that he didn't commit the crime by presenting his wife as a witness. His wife gave her testimony to the court by stating that the accused was with her during the night where the alleged rape committed against the victim.

\textbf{Decision and reasoning of the Court}

On 31 December 2015, the federal first instance court after examining all the evidences presented by the parties, came to the conclusion that at the time when the alleged crime is committed against the victim, it is only the accused and the victim where the house and all the evidence produced against the accused indicated that he forced the victim to sleep with him by threatening and intoxicating her. The court further stated that the testimony given by his wife was not convincing and found to be made on purpose to help her husband escaping from criminal prosecution. As a result, the court held the defendant is guilty of the crime he is accused of in accordance with article 620(2)(a) of the criminal code of Ethiopia and article 149(1) of the criminal procedure code of Ethiopia. Accordingly, based on the federal sentencing guideline provided for similar offences, the court decided the accused to be punished for 9 years of rigorous imprisonment.

The above case is an indication of the fact that sexual violence against women is usually committed by men who are known to the victims. It also represents one from the many cases of sexual violence committed against child girls within the country. According to article 620 (2) of the penal code of Ethiopia, rape or compelling a young woman between the age of thirteen and eighteen to have a sexual intercourse is punishable with a minimum of five years or a maximum of twenty years of rigorous imprisonment. As we have seen earlier, the court gave its decision in accordance with the federal sentencing guideline. Accordingly, the perpetrator is punished with less than half of the maximum of years of imprisonment as it is indicated under the penal code.

Despite all the above gaps, there are also improvements made by the courts regarding punishing perpetrators. The number of years that courts began to impose on the defendants(though is it far from being enough yet), can be taken as a positive step towards the deterrence of possible similar future violence against women.

\textsuperscript{326} Federal Public Prosecutor Vs Serawit Denke, The federal democratic republic of Ethiopia, Federal first instance court, Lideta criminal bench, File no, 218944, December 31, 2015.
To tackle the major gaps within the judiciary system tackling stereotype among the personnel working within the judiciary system is quiet important. In this regard, the UN special rapporteur on violence against women and the special rapporteur on independency of judges and lawyers indicated that effective investigation of gender based violence and punishment of perpetrators are highly dependent on the existence level of patriarchal system and stereotypes within the society. 327 Studies revealed that stereotypical attitudes become challenging for women to gain the necessary justice when their right is violated. It has a negative impact on judges to become partial hence it has an influence on the judge how he or she perceives criminal offences related to the human rights of women. 328 The influence could also go to the extent of questioning the creditability of witness or the victim particularly when the victim happens to violate the stereotypical values and tradition ascribed to women in that specific society. Worse, stereotypical attitudes might lead the judges not to punish the perpetrators and blame the victim for the actions of the perpetrators. In such circumstances, the law loses its meaning of protection of the victim and lead victims to be discourage to appear before a court of law and defend their rights. 329 That is why the CEDAW committee on its concluding observation on Ethiopia urges the government to "provide mandatory training to judges including local and Sharia court judges, prosecutors and the police on the strict application of relevant provisions of the criminal code." 330

4.3 Accessibility of Justice

The right to access justice entails individual rights to receive independent, just and fair trial proceedings. It also entails the availability of trial proceedings which is affordable, timely and effective means to obtain remedies. 331 A study conducted by Ethiopian Lawyers association indicated that provision of legal aid service within the country is quiet important in the sense that it ensure accessibility of justice particularly for vulnerable groups of the society such as the elderly, children and women. The same study further revealed that it avoids unnecessary court adjournments and delay of trial proceedings. 332

Equality before the law and the right to obtain effective remedy during violations of fundamental rights and freedoms is recognized under article 7 and 8 of UDHR as well as under article 14 of ICCPR. 333 Accordingly, the constitution of Ethiopia also recognized the right to access to justice by stating that "Everyone has the right to bring a justiciable matter to, and to obtain a decision

327 United Nations Human Rights Office of High Commissioner, Cited above at 159.
329 Ibid.
330 Concluding observations of the committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against women, Cited above at note 312, Para 21(c).
333 Metiku, Cited above at note 331.
or judgment by, a court of law or any other competent body with judicial power." In order to obtain an effective remedy, accessibility of legal aid services played a significant role.

The provision of legal aid service in Ethiopia takes different forms. These includes (a) mandatory pro bono services provided by licensed advocates (which is administered by ministry of justice), (b) Legal aid programs launched by NGOs charity organizations and professional associations (such as Ethiopian Women Lawyers Association and Ethiopian Lawyers association) and (C) Legal aid clinics established within public universities.

There are major gaps envisaged by studies regarding the provision of legal services in Ethiopia. First, mismatch between the extent and scope of service they provide as well as the type of cases they handle. In some parts of the country, the provision of legal aid services is available for both civil and criminal cases while in other parts of the country, provision is only limited to criminal matters. There is also discrepancy on the type of service they deliver. Some legal aid centers provide only oral advice and preparation of pleadings while other centers deliver wider forms of services ranging from oral advice up to provision of mediation and psychological social support. Second, wide discrepancy between the demand from economically disadvantageous group of people and the existing legal aid services. In addition, since the majority of legal aid services is provided by law school students to some extent compromise the quality of service that has to be delivered. Third, due to lack finance, some legal service providers such as Bahirdar University provide the service in an irregular interval. This has the potential to hamper the quality of the service because of its unpredictability. Moreover, the fact that several universities based legal aid centers are dependent on external funding, the continual existence of such centers in the long run is very much in doubt. Fourth, lack of supervision particularly on legal aid services delivered by advocates through a pro bono service puts a huge threat on the quality of the service they delivered. Though in some legal aid centers monitoring mechanism is put in place, it is not functional as it should be because of capacity reason. Fifth, Lack of capacity in financial and personnel terms, lack of awareness among the community on the availability of services, absence of objective criteria for provision of legal aid service and lack of coordination among legal aid centers are also identified as the major gaps.

Apart from the existed legal aid providers to general public, legal aid centers meant to provide legal aid services to disadvantage groups of women whose human rights are violated are almost not existed. Ethiopian women lawyers association is the only and prominent association which provides legal aid service to women who are victims of gender based violence. EWLA was founded in 1995 to defend the right of women and achieve equality of men and women by using

---

334 Proclamation of the constitution of the Federal Democratic republic of Ethiopia, Cited above at note 284, art 37(1).
335 Metiku, Cited above at note 333.
337 I'd, P.3.
338 I'd, p.4.
the legal frame work as well as through awareness creation. 339EWLA’s major area of focus includes research and law reform advocacy, legal aid services and public education. 340Legal aid is the central activity that EWLA has been and is delivering to disadvantaged and poor women free of charge. The provision of legal includes counseling and representation before a court of law by volunteer members of the association. 341

The adoption of the charities and societies proclamation 621/2009, narrowed the role to be played by civil societies and charity organizations. The proclamation provided that Ethiopian charities can only generate 10 percent of their income from abroad and they have to generate their 90 percent incomes from local funds. Raising 90 percent income from local funds is nearly impossible to a country where 40 percent of its population are living below poverty lines. Such measure brought a devastating consequence on local NGOs working on human right issues including EWLA (the only organization working on defending the right of women in Ethiopia) that cuts off 70 percent of its budgets. The bank account of EWLA was also frozen because the government allegedly found that it was generated from abroad. 342Such kinds of measure by the government not only hampers the already existed institutions working towards realization human rights and provision of legal aid services to disadvantage women, it also puts a huge hurdle for the establishment of similar organizations aimed at improving the accessibility of justice to women as well as the whole society in general.

There are also various gaps within the administration of the judiciary system which in a way hinder the quality of service obtained by women who are victims of violence. This is manifested by the available criminal benches working in the area of violence against women are less in number compare to the number of files presented before them. Some criminal benches such as Lideta criminal bench receive several applications including applications from other sub cities within the capital. Such situations created unnecessary burden on the bench which put significant pressure throughout the trial proceeding to deliver appropriate verdict within a reasonable time. In average terms one case took two and half years at the first instance court (excluding the higher and Supreme Court). The main reasons for such major gaps includes but not limited to very few criminal benches are working on violence against women and lack of the necessary court personnel such as judges. The non implementation of modern mechanisms for the collection of evidences both at the police stations and within courts are also the key reasons for the above drawbacks. 343

340 I’d, P. 103.
341 I’d, P.104.
343 Interview with Mulusew Deres, Cited above at note 325.
In fact, there are improvements made to ensure accessibility of justice for victims of gender based violence. Such measures include (1) establishment of especial benches to deal with violence against women cases,(2) the conclusion and coming to force of a memorandum of understanding between the concerned authorities such as courts, ministry of justice, Addis Ababa Police, Ghandi memorial hospital and Black lion specialized hospital, (3) establishment of specialized investigation unit within the various police stations, (4) putting in place special prosecutor personnel to deal with violence against women cases, and (5) provision of safety houses in extreme situations for victims until the cases are finalized.\textsuperscript{344}

Though the establishment of special benches to deal with gender based violence cases has particular importance in the sense that the judges would be able to acquire specialized knowledge in the area and ensure appropriate remedies to the victim, it has the potential to create burden on such courts. The lengthy of a trial proceeding to deal with a given case would be extremely longer because of the flow of the cases particularly in current situation where there are only few specialized benches are established with in the country.\textsuperscript{345}

The CEDAW committee on its concluding observation urges the government to "establish special investigation and prosecution units and victim friendly benches in the federal court system, and provide some legal aid and assistance to women and children victims of violence."\textsuperscript{346} In addition, entertain certain cases in a close court room to create confidence among victims of gender based violence, avoiding strict follow up of procedural rules by judges, provision of psychological support to victims of gender based violence also play a vital role towards the realization of accessibility of justice.\textsuperscript{347}

\textsuperscript{344} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{345} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{346} Concluding observations of the committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against women, Cited above at note 330, Para 20.
\textsuperscript{347} Interview with Mulusew Deres, Cited above at note 345.
Conclusions

- Though the constitution of Ethiopia provided that the human right provisions enshrined under the constitution should be interpreted in light of the human right instruments ratified by Ethiopia, the legal status of such instruments is not clear. This is problematic particularly when there is a clash between provision of the constitution and a given international institution. Moreover, the fact that the international human right instruments including CEDAW are not translated in accordance with the working language of the country and they are not published under the official legal gazette has created uncertainty and ambiguity on the direct application of such instruments by the national courts.

- In Ethiopia, traditional values, cultures, norms and beliefs played a significant role for the continual existence of gender based stereotypes which in a way drags the social, economic, political and cultural participation and contribution of women within the country. The status of women in every aspect of life is critically low. This is manifested by the lower economic status of women mainly because they earn less, have acquired lesser educational status, deprivation of recognition for their contribution in the labour economy such as in agricultural field and little or no participation in the decision making process even on matters that can directly affect them.

- Harmful traditional practices particularly violence against women such as intimate partner violence against women, sexual violence, marriage by abduction and rape as well as early marriage are widely accepted norms within the different parts of the country. Such traditional practices ensure the continual existence of the lower status of women within the society. The Constitution of Ethiopia under article 35(1) ensures gender equality in every aspect of life and in order to compensate the historical legacy of gender inequality within the country, it entitled women to benefit from affirmative action.

- Ethiopian society is a patriarchal one where women living both in rural and urban areas are subjected to various forms of violence. A number of complex social, cultural and independent factors has contributed for its prevalence. The causes are usually related to addictive behavior to alcohols and drugs, family history of violence, the level of education and decision making power of the partner. Most factors indicated gender inequality in terms of power that promote superiority of men. The constitution of Ethiopia put obligation on the state to eliminate harmful traditional practices that oppress or cause bodily harm to women. Article 564 in conjunction with article 553(1) of the 2004 revised penal code criminalized violence against women committed within marriage or irregular union.

- In Ethiopia, sexual violence is greater in number than physical violence against women and the perpetrators are usually known to the victims. Sexual violence including intimidation, rape and abduction on young girls and even on small babies are quite common. Victims of rape are usually blamed and stigmatized by family members including the community and through endorsement of public Medias. The perpetrators most often do not get punished for their wrong behaviors.
• Abduction is also the other violent action perpetrated against women within the country particularly in the rural parts of the country. The problem lies on the fact that marriage by rape and abduction is not considered as a real problem rather it is considered as extremely normal mainly because the practice is deeply rooted within the tradition and norms of the society.

• The penal code of Ethiopia criminalized sexual violence against women including rape and abduction. Article 620 of the criminal stipulated that rape is punishable with an imprisonment ranging from five years to life imprisonment. Abduction is also criminalized under article 587 of the criminal code and is punishable from three to ten years of imprisonment.

• According to the health survey conducted in 2005, more than 70 percent of women undergone through the practice of FGM. The prevalence rate varies from one region to the others. In some regions such as in Somali regions the prevalence rate is extremely high ranging from 97 percent up to 100 percent. The major justifications for the practice of FGM are to control the sexual behavior of the woman and to ensure virginity before marriage. Although FGM is usually carried out by traditional health attendants, more than 20 percent girls who are living in the capital, southern and eastern parts of the country were undergone through FGM by professional health workers. Article 224 of the 2004 revised penal code of Ethiopia specifically prohibited traditional practices that causes bodily injury. According to article 568 and 569 of the criminal code, the punishment ranges from 3 months up to 10 years of rigorous imprisonment.

• Ethiopia is considered as a country where child marriage crises is prevalent up to recent years. The average percent of girls who marry before they attain the age of 18 reach up to 57 percent. The main justifications for such practice are to protect the girl from sexual violence and harassment, to strength family ties, to protect and transfer of properties and even to settle disputes. The revised family code prohibits marriage below the age of 18 though in exceptional circumstances the marriageable age might lower to the age of 16. The practice of early marriage is also criminalized within the revised penal code which made it punishable up to seven year of rigorous imprisonment.

• In Ethiopia, maternal mortality is most often associated with child birth without professional health workers, unsafe abortion, HIV infections and gender inequality because of harmful traditional practices including FGM and early marriage. The less number of women using modern contraceptive methods particularly in the rural parts of the country resulted many women not to limit the number of children they intended to have. Ethiopia has endorsed the minimum development goals. Accordingly the constitution of Ethiopia entitled women the right to access family planning education, information and capacity. The constitution further entitled women to have maternity leave with pay.

• Abortion is a criminal offence prohibited under the penal code of Ethiopia save in a very exceptional circumstance where the life of the mother is at risk or when the pregnancy is
as a result of rape or incest and etc. As a result of such prohibition, several women undergone through unsafe abortion which contributed the high rate rate of several young girls with in the country.

- Despite the legal measures taken by Ethiopia to tackle the problem of violence against women in accordance with international human right instruments, it has still persisted and goes beyond the expectation of the 21st century. Absence of civil remedies for victims of domestic violence, lack of protection such as protections of order for victims, monetary compensation and safe house are the major gaps within the legal frame work. In addition, the act that constitute domestic violence under the penal code failed to include all forms of domestic violence such as economic abuse and deprivation. Moreover, the provision of domestic violence is narrowed and meant to be applied within the context of marriage. Non criminalization of marital rape within the revised family code is also a major gap within the law as it is expressed by CEDAW committee on its concluding observation against Ethiopia.

- In addition to the law, the state failure to adopt a strategy to combat violence against women on time, failure to provide rehabilitation assistance and lack of aggregated data on the prosecution and conviction of offences are also identified as the major gaps on the enforcement of the rights.

- The punishment for FGM provided under the penal code of Ethiopia is too lenient as it is expressed by the CEDAW committee on its concluding observations against the country. Though there is a positive attitudinal change on the harmful effect of FGM, because of deep rooted traditions, social and peer pressure among girls and women, the practice has still persisted.

- In relation to early marriage, non conformity of regional family laws in line with the federal family law, under report because of lack of trust on government officials and institutions, deep rooted cultural norms and traditions, lack of clarity on the campaign against early marriage launched by the government are the major gaps envisaged on the law and its enforcement.

- With regard to sexual and reproductive health rights, though there are positive measures taken by the government, the high rate of maternal mortality and lack of access to family planning service remains to be challenging.

- Unnecessary, repeated and longer adjournments for investigation as well as integration about private and personal life of the victims that are unnecessary for the cases by the police officers are considered as the major gaps envisaged during police investigations. In addition, lack of effective strategy to collect and produce evidences by the police officers and public prosecutors, prosecutor's ignorance to prosecute the perpetrators based on appropriate provisions of the criminal code are also the main problems within the justice system.

- Court's failure to punish the perpetrators or punish them with a lesser degree of punishments even when sufficient evidences are presented to them are the major gaps
within the judiciary system. The federal supreme courts sentencing guideline number 2/2013 is found to be problematic since judges can not punish the perpetrator beyond what is stipulated under the guideline even when higher punishment is provided under the penal code.

- Regarding accessibility of justice, there are certain gaps revealed on the provision of legal aid service. Such gaps include but not limited to mismatch between the extent and the scope of the service they provide, wide discrepancy between the demand from economically disadvantageous group of people and legal aid services, provision of the services at irregular intervals as a result of lack of financial capacity and lack of appropriate, regular and functional supervision on legal aid service providers.

- Among the limited legal aid service providers to the general public, Ethiopian Women Lawyers Association is the only prominent association that provide legal aid services to disadvantaged and poor women free of charge.

- The charities and societies proclamation number 621/2009 which prevent charitable organizations working on human right issues to receive more than 10 percent of their income from abroad brought a devastating consequence on local NGOs working in the area of human rights including EWLA.

- There are also administrative problems within the judiciary system. The number of available benches working in the area of violence against women is less in number as a result of lack of budget and the necessary personnel including judges.

**Recommendations**

Based on the above conclusions, the following points are forwarded as recommendations in order to minimize if not possible to eradicate the existing gap between the law and the practice.

- There is a need for constitutional amendment particularly to regulate the status of international human right instrument. This has the advantage for courts to take the appropriate steps particularly when there existed conflict among the provision of the constitution and provision of a given international human right instrument. Moreover the attachment of the treaty provisions translated on the working language of the country is also the other step that the country should take in order to make easier for the right holders as well as courts to make a cross reference of such instruments easily.

- It is advisable for the government of Ethiopia to publish the human right instruments on the official legal gazette in order to avoid further confusion among judges that whether they have a duty to take judicial notice of those instruments in the absence of such measure.

- Revision of the penal code is needed in order to combat harmful traditional practices and violence against women in general. The cross reference made to the general articles to stipulate punishment of domestic violence under the criminal code should be amended to avoid confusion and a clear provision for the punishment of domestic violence shall be
incorporated. The application the penal code domestic violence should also be widen to include other domestic violence committed outside of marriage or irregular union. In addition, a new provision to criminalize marital rape should be incorporated under the penal code in order to meet the international standards as it explained by CEDAW committee on its concluding observation against Ethiopia.

- The provisions that punishes the practice of FGM and child marriage should be amended in away to punish and correct the behaviors of the perpetrators as well as to deter the commission of further similar offences. The government should also make sure those regional and religious family laws to be amended in accordance with the federal family code.

- Decisions given by the courts should give the necessary lesson to the perpetrators as well as the society that gender based violence against women is unacceptable. Necessary attention should be given to benches working on violence against women by increasing their capacity by putting in place the necessary budget, increasing the number of benches and judges working in the area. In addition, courts should be under pressure by the government to provide decision within a reasonable time. Disclosure of decisions of the court to the society using various Medias would also have a particular importance on the creation of awareness.\(^{348}\)

- As it is indicated by CEDAW committee, provisions of mandatory education and training to organs of the justice system including judges about the strict application of the law and enforcement of the law is necessary to ensure the enforcement of the law and promote report commission of an offence by victims. Moreover, personnel of the justice system particularly police officers, public prosecutors and judges should be trained and advised to take cases of harmful traditional practices and violence against women seriously.

- To minimize the problem of high maternal mortality rate within the country, there is a need to increase the accessibility of sexual and reproductive health care services by increasing the number of health care services including health workers. There is also a need for creation of awareness about the use of modern contraceptive methods and the importance of using family planning.

- Necessary attention should be given to girl's empowerment. Hence schools are an important places to shape the mind sets of the younger generation, government should also put pressure on educational institutions to stop using educational materials that promotes harmful stereotypical attitudes and encourage them to give lessons to their students about the harmful effects of gender based violence including the harmful traditional practices.

- Apart from implementation of the law, in order to tackle the problem from its grass root, there is a need to conduct community discussion and conversation about the negative impact of harmful traditional practices and gender based violence. Once the community aware of the side effects of such practices, there will be a gradual attitudinal change

\(^{348}\) Ibid.
among the community. The society would feel that they are part of the solution and it would avoid the risk of the community to feel that it is imposed against them and chose not to be abide by the formal rules.

- Condemn harmful traditional practices and violence against women publicly and awareness creation about the right of women should be widely undertaken by government institutions in collaboration with NGOs, civil societies and religious institutions. Women should also be involved in community discussions and awareness creation process in order to receive lessons about their rights and encourage them to defend and report whenever their rights are violated.\(^{349}\)
- Establish safe houses and permanent rehabilitations centers for victims of harmful traditional practices and violence by government and other concerned authorities is needed in order to ensure protection for victims.
- In order to fill the lack of researches and to understand the real problem behind gender based violence against women within the country, government institutions as well as NGOs including educational institutions should give particular attention for conducting depth research in area.
- By using the working language of the country, detail and readable draft document of the concluding observations of CEDAW committee regarding the measures that should be taken by Ethiopia should be publish by NGOs. This has a particular importance in creation of awareness among the general public about the works of the committee and the international obligations that the country assumed to tackle harmful traditional practices and violence against women.
- Public and private Medias such as television and radio programs, scholarly articles on news papers and magazines should play a significant role in creation of awareness to the general public. Particularly to address the rural population at large, radio stations should launch various informative programs about the laws and the negative impacts of harmful traditional practices and violence against women.
- Increase the number and capacity of legal aid centers including those centers working in the area of gender based violence and harmful traditional practices. There is also a need to amend the charities and societies proclamation number 621/2009 in order to increase the financial capacity of the already existed legal aid service providers on the right of women such as EWLA and to promote the establishment of further legal aid service providers.

\(^{349}\) Ibid.
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